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Introductory lesson
The Mission

Prepared reading for the teacher

Ideally the teacher should read through the whole book of Acts to gain the necessary 
background information regarding the first missionaries. 

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Sweets shaped like lips
Stickers/name tags with the following words written on it: Peter, John, Stephen, James, 
Philip, Paul, Barnabas, Silas, soldiers, Jesus ascends, Holy Spirit and persecution.
Lip stick
A4 paper

Lesson Content

Today we will have a quick preview of the work we will cover this year regarding the first 
missionaries. The “sent ones”, as we call the first evangelists in this Odos series, were 
people who were literally sent by Jesus and the Holy Spirit into the whole world to spread 
the gospel to all people.

What started with the birth of a baby boy in a small town in Israel, called Nazareth, would 
eventually grow into what we know as Christianity today. The Gospel which started with 
Jesus and His twelve apostles has about 2.8 billion followers today spread across the 
whole earth. In America alone there are more than 247 million people who call themselves 
Christians. Each year more than 78 000 000 Bibles are distributed. The Bible is also the 
book that has the most sales worldwide. Who can guess how many missionaries (sent 
ones) are there today? Research shows that there are more or less 316 000 people all over 
the world who proclaim the gospel of Jesus in a full-time capacity. 

We tend to think that people can only be a “sent one” if they leave their own country and 
go to a foreign country to tell others about Jesus. Do you think that this is true? No, not 
at all, you can be a witness/sent one/missionary for the gospel of Jesus every day at your 
school or work or home. There are therefore not only 316 000 people who are missionar-
ies, but everyone who calls himself a Christian must also be a missionary.

This is the good news, but the bad news is that every year about 160 000 people are 
killed, ONLY because of their faith in Jesus their Saviour. To be a sent one of Jesus is not 
the easiest, safest or best paying job! And this is the way it was from the start! 

Some of the missionaries that we will discuss during this year are Paul, Peter, John, Philip, 
Mary Magdalene, Barnabas and YOU!
 
Questions for clever little ears

• To whom do we refer in this Odos series if we talk of the “sent ones”? (To the first
 missionaries of the early church.) 
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• Which religion has the most adherents in the world today? (Christianity. The other
  important religions are Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam.) 
• Who sent these people to do missionary work? (Jesus and the Holy Spirit gave them
 the strength to do the work.)

Stickers

Let’s open our sticker books and page through it to see of whom we will learn this year on 
our Odos journey. We start with the descent of the Holy Spirit and will end with Paul’s third 
missionary journey. Look at all the beautiful stickers! Select the first six stickers represent-
ing the most important early missionaries and stick them in your Odos 4 book. 

Points for Discussion

• How are missionaries inspired to do their work today? (They are still called by Jesus
  and the Holy Spirit.)
• Who pays missionaries for their missionary work? (Sometimes congregations 
 support missionaries financially. There are international organisations like 
 Campus Crusade that support them, or they pay for themselves, and trust God to
 provide for them. If we see ourselves as sent ones, then we do missionary work 
 every day of our lives. It doesn’t have to cost you anything, except to be brave and
 to TALK about Jesus and to show through your life that you are a Christian.)  
• Is missionary work dangerous? (In certain countries such as North Korea and 
 Afghanistan it is very dangerous, even today. It can also make your life difficult if
 you tell other people about Jesus and they see it as a joke or humiliate you 
 because of your faith.)

Life Lesson 

Even today the Holy Spirit inspires people to be Jesus’ “sent ones”.  

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we are willing to spread Your Word. We are amazed to learn what twelve 
passionate people accomplished through their missionary work. May it inspire us to proclaim 
Your Word with new zeal to everyone around us. 

Amen

Munchie fun!

Today we are going to eat sweets shaped like lips to remind us that the Word of God was 
spread initially by people without telephones, internet, television or computers. They TOLD 
people about Jesus unceasingly. 

Creative activity

We are going to put lipstick on our lips and make lip prints on a piece of paper. This will 
remind us to TELL other people about Jesus unceasingly.

Remember to stick your own picture in the sticker book with the other important first 
missionaries.

Bible verse of the week

Acts 1: 8
“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my 
witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” 
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Just for fun!

We are going to do a role play with our name tags. Each child receives a name tag to put 
around their neck. Line them up in the right order. If there are too few children, you can 
give some of the children (the missionaries) more than one name tag and if there are too 
many children, you can have more soldiers. Call out the names of the lessons that we are 
going to do during the year. Each time the child with that name tag must step forward and 
say aloud who he/she represents. The teacher can then quickly tell something from the 
lesson about that character.  When the teacher tells about when Peter and the others were 
beaten and assaulted, the soldiers can pretend to hit the characters. Improvise as you go 
along to make it visually stimulating for the children. 
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The Holy Spirit is poured out

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 2: 1 - 42

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Sweets or food of another country e.g. Chinese toffees, Dutch liquorice sweets 
A4 cardboard for each child
Shaving cream
Powder paint – yellow, orange and red
A balloon – blown up
Names of different countries. Enough names for every child. Make a list of all the countries 
for the child whose turn it is. 

Lesson Content

When Jesus was baptised by John, the Holy Spirit descended  on Him and after this event 
He started His ministry on earth. Did you know that something similar happened to the 
disciples? This was the beginning of world missions as we know it today. 

All the believers were gathered together in a room on the day of Pentecost. All of a sudden 
they heard a loud, rumbling noise. Pentecost is 50 days after Passover and only a short 
time has passed since the ascension of Jesus. Pentecost was a Jewish festival – a time of 
thanksgiving for the Law of Moses and good harvests. (The Jews gave thanks for their laws 
on this day, but Jesus chose this day specifically to give us His greatest gift, to show His 
love for us. Isn’t it ironic?) 

The rumbling the believers heard, sounded like a rushing wind. Of course they wondered 
what it could be! The next moment they saw something that looked like tongues of fire 
which appeared above each person’s head. This was the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit caused 
them to speak in other languages. (They were now fully equipped to continue Jesus’ work 
on earth by proclaiming the gospel all over the world. Fire is a symbol of God’s purifying 
presence, His heavenly splendour and the glory of the Holy Spirit. The Spirit would also 
cause the human tongue to start moving!) 

During this time there were a lot of Jewish visitors from all over the world in Jerusalem 
who came for the feast of Pentecost. These people came from all over the world (because 
of exile, persecution or their enterprising spirit), but all of them knew God and the law of 
Moses. 

They also heard the strange noise and ran toward the building from which the noise came 
to see what was happening. What they saw there, filled them with amazement. The 
believers - ordinary, poor, unschooled people from Galilee spoke in foreign languages to 
the visitors. These languages could be understood by the different nationalities standing 
there. The Bible lists people from almost every place in the known world of that time – 15 
different nations are mentioned! The believers started to tell of all the great things God has 
done. What was happening?! The crowd was so surprised that the Bible mentions it five 
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times! God did not pour out the Holy Spirit in secret, it was a public event for everyone to 
see! Of course there were people who immediately assumed the disciples were drunk. 

Peter motioned to the crowd to be quiet. The Holy Spirit ensured that Peter was a dynamic 
and powerful preacher on that day – the first sermon of the new Christian church! “What 
you see is a miracle! The words of the prophet Joel and king David have been fulfilled!”  
Peter quoted the Old Testament to prove that the prophecies have been fulfilled and told 
the crowd that Jesus was truly the Messiah. Not even death could contain Him. Jesus was 
crucified, was dead for three days, but rose again and ascended to the Father in heaven. 
To believe that Jesus TRULY rose from the grave was very important to the first 
believers and one of the chief reasons to proclaim the message of Jesus to the whole 
world. Now Jesus sent the Holy Spirit to help us until He comes again. The Holy Spirit 
would also ensure that the apostles remain faithful to the teachings of Jesus when they 
teach other people. Peter did not really focus on the Holy Spirit in his sermon, but told the 
people about Jesus. 

The crowd was deeply moved by Peter’s sermon. “How can we be saved?”  Peter told them 
that believers should be baptised (to show that they identify themselves with the 
Christian community) and that they must stop sinning. You do not have to be a Jew 
anymore to enter the kingdom of God, from now on only your relationship with Jesus will 
save you. Ask God to forgive your sins, but then your life and behaviour must change. We 
say: God “poured” out the Holy Spirit, to show God’s abundance – not only a little bit of 
faith! Everybody receives it, not only a few “drops” of Jews. 

More or less three thousand people decided that day to give their lives to Jesus. The group 
of almost 120 believers now became a whole lot more! They were baptised and often 
met together. They loved God and each other. At first the lifestyle of these new believers 
impressed the people of Jerusalem and everybody was talking about them, therefore new 
believers were added to the group every day. 

For interest sake, did you know that the word “apostle” means “the one who is sent”? This 
means that the apostles were sent to proclaim the message of salvation through Jesus 
Christ. For the people who lived in Biblical times, but also for us today. 

Questions for clever little ears

• What noises did the people hear when the Holy Spirit came into the apostles’ lives
 for the first time? 
• How many different languages were spoken on that day? 
• What did the people think were wrong with the apostles? 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The Holy Spirit is poured out.” Paste it in the right place in your 
Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• In what way does the Holy Spirit change people’s lives?
• Of what is “fire” a symbol for you? Of what is it a symbol in these events? 

Life Lesson

Only your relationship with Jesus will save you. God gave the Holy Spirit to us as 
Comforter to encourage us until the Second Coming. 
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Our prayer for today
 
Lord Jesus, we also want to be sent by You! We want our lives to show other people that 
we are Your disciples. Help us to be strong and courageous for our task as Christians. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Today we will eat sweets from another country. Chinese toffees, or Dutch sweets or Swiss 
chocolate. This will remind us of all the foreign languages that was spoken when the Holy 
Spirit was poured out. 

Creative activity

We are going to make “flames”. Each child receives an A4 cardboard. The teacher sprays a 
lump of shaving cream on it. A few drops of water will help to spread the cream more 
easily. Now you can add a little bit of powder paint: red, orange and yellow.  The children 
can use their fingers to make FLAMES.  

Bible verse of the week 

Acts 2: 2 and 3

“Suddenly a sound like the blowing of a violent wind came from heaven and filled the 
whole house where they were sitting. They saw what seemed to be tongues of fire that 
separated and came to rest on each of them.”

Just for fun!

Each child receives a name of a different country. The leader stands in the middle of the 
circle with the balloon in his hands. He throws the balloon high in the air and calls out a 
name of one of the countries. The child who received the name of that country must run 
and catch the balloon before it touches the ground. The teacher may help by showing the 
list with the countries’ names every now and again. If your balloon touches the ground, 
you are out! 
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The first Christian Congregation

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 2: 42 – 47
Acts 5: 1 - 11

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Chocolate coins
Work sheet of a gift bag
Crayons
A Handkerchief or tissue for game of “drop-the-handkerchief” (Afrikaans : “vroteier”)

Lesson Content

After Peter’s sermon, many people gave their lives to Jesus. They were baptised and 
started to live their lives as new people. The new believers saw each other regularly and 
ate together almost every day to remind themselves that Jesus is always with them. Jesus 
was the most important guest at these meals. When Jesus was on earth, He loved to share 
His message during a meal. During these gatherings the apostles performed many 
miracles. These miracles impressed the unbelievers and filled them with awe. The new 
believers were like a brand new, tight-knit family and were willing to share their 
possessions and money with each other to ensure that everyone had enough for their 
needs. There were therefore no destitute believers! They went to the temple every day to 
worship God. They praised and worshipped God continuously because He was so good 
to them. The believers were bound together by the Holy Spirit. Even today God’s family is 
strongest when all the members are united and work together! 

These new believers impressed the people of Jerusalem and everybody was talking about 
them, therefore new believers were added to the group every day. Remember, these 
people were still Jews, but now they believed that the prophecies of the Old Testament 
have been fulfilled. Some of the other Jews did not want to accept that Jesus was the 
promised Messiah, and this led to friction later on. This eventually caused the Christians to 
meet in secret. 

Ananias and Sapphira were two of the new members of the church. They wanted to 
follow the good example of the other church members and pretended to be good, 
obedient Christians. They sold a piece of land and Ananias took the money to the apostles 
to be distributed among the other believers. But not all the money! He took some of the 
money for himself. He pretended to the apostles and other members of the church that 
he gave all the money to the apostles. Sapphira knew of her husband’s underhanded 
dealings. Ananias did not say much, but he could not deceive Peter. Since the day Peter 
was filled with the Holy Spirit, he was a different person. He was not the old Peter who 
disowned Jesus anymore, but a new fearless, courageous and humble man who relied on 
the Holy Spirit. Peter spoke to Ananias and told him that he lied to the Holy Spirit, even if 
he did not lie with his words. In his heart Ananias was a liar and deceiver. Ananias did not 
have to give his money to the other believers, it was his land and his money. He brought it 
to the apostles on his own initiative, but he thought he could lie to God. 
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After Peter spoke, Ananias fell to the ground and died. He was severely punished for his 
dishonesty. A couple of young men carried his body away for the funeral. Word of this 
event quickly spread and the people were afraid of the wrath of God. 

After a while an unsuspecting Sapphira also arrived at the church. She did not know what 
had happened to her husband yet. “Sapphira, tell me, how much money did you receive 
for your piece of land?” Peter asked her. Sapphira continued with their deception. Peter 
was very upset about her lies. He told her about her husband’s death and told her that she 
will soon join her husband. Peter had scarcely finished speaking, when Sapphira also fell 
down dead. The same young men who carried her husband away to be buried, now carried 
her body away also. Ananias and Sapphira thought they could defy the Spirit of God and 
thought that their lies will go undetected. 

The whole church was filled with awe and respect for God after this event. We must 
honour and even fear God’s power. God considers false piety in a very serious light. 

Questions for clever little ears

• What did the members of the new Christian church do with their possessions? 
• Which man and his wife were dishonest in this story? 
• Can you lie to God? Why not? 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The First Christian congregation.” Paste it in the right place in 
your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think it is important for Christians to be part of a group of believers? Why?
 (to learn more about God’s word, to pray together and to grow together in their
 faith) 
• What does our church do to make it enjoyable to come to church? 
• Do Christians still share their possessions with the whole church? 

Life Lesson

You cannot lie to God. He sees past all you outward pretension into your heart.

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we want to be like Peter, filled with Your Holy Spirit. We want to work faithfully 
in our congregation. Please show us where we are needed and where we can make a 
difference in our church. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Chocolate coins to remind us of the money Ananias and Sapphira received for their piece 
of land. 
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Creative activity

Today we are going to make a gift bag. Cut it out and decorate it. Use it to give a small 
present to someone in your congregation. The first Christian congregation shared 
everything they owned with the other believers. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 2: 44 and 45

“All the believers were together and had everything in common. Selling their possessions 
and goods, they gave to anyone as he had need.”

Just for fun!

Today we are going to play “drop-the-handkerchief”. The children sit in a circle facing the 
middle. One child runs past the others with a handkerchief or tissue in his/her hand. 
Without anyone noticing, he/she places the handkerchief/tissue behind another child’s 
back. The players may only look behind them when the one with the handkerchief has 
passed them. The one behind whose back the handkerchief was placed must jump up and 
chase the first child. The first child must run and sit in the place of the child behind whose 
back he placed the handkerchief. If the child fails to notice that the handkerchief is placed 
behind his/her back, he/she is a “dead fish ”. If the first child is caught, before he/she 
can sit down in the right place, he/she is a “dead fish”. All the “dead fish” must sit in the 
middle of the circle. Ananias and Sapphira truly was two “dead fish” in the first Christian 
congregation! 
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Fold 
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The Persecution of 
Peter and John

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 3: 1 - 10
Acts 4: 1 – 22
Acts 5: 12 - 18

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

“Lifesaver” sweets
Paint with a sponge in it
Bowl with water or wash basin to wash hands in
A4 paper/cardboard
A hoop

Lesson Content

The apostles did many miracles in the name of Jesus and the church gathered together 
regularly in the temple. The other people saw that the members of this Christian church 
cared for each and that they had reverence for God. This impressed the people. However, 
there was a lot of people who kept their distance. What would the religious Jews think of 
them! Some of the faithful Jews prayed three times a day, and the new Christian church 
also met regularly in the temple during these times. Initially the Jews were not hostile 
toward the new Christians. They kept an eye on them from afar and sometimes even 
praised them. 

One day Peter and John went to the temple to pray. In the Beautiful gate they saw a man 
begging. This man was crippled from birth. The man sat at that gate, close to the temple 
treasury. He was used to begging for money, but Peter and John did not want to give 
money. They wanted to be personally involved. Then Peter said to the man: “Look into 
our eyes.” What a surprise was awaiting this man! Peter did not have money to give him, 
but he told him: “In the name of Jesus, stand up and walk.” Peter took him by the hand 
and helped him up and the man’s ankles and legs became strong. He jumped for joy and 
laughed and cried aloud. The man obeyed Peter’s command because he BELIEVED. The 
Bible mentions three times that the man could now walk. And where do you think he 
walked to? A crippled man, whom everybody knew, appeared before the crowd in the 
temple, completely healed! His legs were healed to such an extent that he could jump 
around! This created a wonderful opportunity for Peter to proclaim the name of Jesus. New 
members for the church were drawn through these miracles, because the people could 
see that Jesus could still do mighty deeds through His apostles. We should always thank 
people who helped us, just as this man did. But even more importantly, we must never 
forget to praise and thank God for His miracles in our lives.
 
The antics of the healed man quickly drew the attention of the other people in the temple. 
This man was a well-known beggar and the people could not believe their eyes. A crowd 
gathered quickly around Peter, John and the healed man.

3
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Peter and John was still busy teaching the people when the captain of the temple guard 
and other important Jews came up to them. They were angry because the apostles were 
teaching the people that Jesus rose from the dead, and even angrier because the apostles 
assured the people that if they believed in Jesus, they too will rise from the dead. The 
Sadducees were a sect of the Jews who did not believe in the resurrection of the dead and 
they had great power in the temple. This brought the Sadducees in direct opposition to the 
teachings of the apostles. Peter and John was not intimidated by these important Jews.  
They arrested Peter and John on the spot and put them in jail! They had to stay there the 
whole night until the Jewish council could see them the next morning. Even though they 
had to spend the night in jail, I am sure that they were very excited that this miracle once 
again led to the growth of the church of Jesus. There were more or less 5000 
believers now. Remember that even if only one person is saved through your testimony it 
is still worth it. The Jewish religious leaders wanted honour for themselves, but the 
apostles gave all the glory to God.

The next morning Peter and John had to appear before almost every import Jew and 
people who were experts in the Scriptures in Jerusalem. The high priest, Caiaphas, and 
other members of this important family (like Annas, the previous high priest) were also 
there. This was the same Jewish council who sentenced Jesus to death a couple of weeks 
ago. “By what power are you doing these miracles and who gave you the authority to do 
it?” they wanted to know. 

Peter was fearless and filled with the Holy Spirit. “We act in the name of Jesus Christ, the 
man from Nazareth, the man whom you crucified. But do not be worried, God raised Him 
from the dead.” Peter and John were not defending themselves, they were criticizing the 
leaders of the Jews and proclaiming the gospel!
 
The Jewish council was amazed to hear these words of Peter and John. They were not 
learned men, they did not have rabbinical training and yet they were fearlessly proclaiming 
the name of Jesus. Peter spoke like someone who knew the Scriptures really well. And to 
top it all, a man who used to be a cripple, stood next to them to prove their story. 

The Jewish Council sent the two prisoners outside while they discussed the case. “What 
did they do wrong? We must be careful! Everyone in Jerusalem knows about the miracle! 
Let us ensure that the story does not spread any further.”  They called Peter and John back 
in and warned them not to talk about Jesus anymore or teach others of Jesus.

“We cannot listen to you,” Peter and John said. “We listen to God, not to people.” Peter 
and John could not keep quiet about what they experienced. Of course the Jewish council 
were furious about their answers. They were in quite a predicament! In the end they had 
to let Peter and John go, because they could not keep them in jail for performing a miracle 
and doing a good deed! Their hands were tied, because the proof of Jesus’ power, the 
man who used to be crippled, were standing in their midst!
  
The people of Jerusalem were all talking about the healing, because for 40 years they saw 
the crippled man, and now he was walking and jumping in the temple. 
Even today we ask God to help us with small problems (just like the crippled man who 
asked for money) while God wants to be personally involved in and change our lives. God 
wants to exceed all our expectations. God does not always make our problems disappear, 
but faith in Him helps us to have the proper perspective and to handle our problems 
better. 
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Questions for clever little ears

• What happened at the Beautiful gate of the temple in this story? 
• What did the beggar ask for initially? (only for money)
• Why were Peter and John arrested? (They proclaimed that Jesus died but rose
 again.) 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The persecution of Peter and John.” Paste it in the right place 
in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Would you have been impressed by miracles? Why? 
• What was the difference between the Pharisees and the Sadducees? (One group
 believed in the resurrection, the other did not.)

Life Lesson

The most powerful testimony is not necessarily your words, but when people can see in 
your life and attitude that you follow Jesus. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we are sometimes scared of testifying about You, because we do not want to 
be embarrassed. We pray that You will make us fearless.

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Today we will eat “lifesaver” sweets. This will remind us that the crippled man’s whole life 
was changed by Peter and John. 

Creative activity

Today we are going to make footprints. This will remind us of the crippled man, who could 
now walk again. Make a fist and press your hand on a sponge with paint. Press it on your 
paper twice. Wash that hand and paint your other hand in the same manner. Now we will 
add “toes”. Use your thumb for your big toe and your fingers for the other toes. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 3: 6

“Then Peter said, ‘Silver or gold I do not have, but what I have I give you. In the name of 
Jesus Christ of Nazareth, walk.’”
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Just for fun!

Choose two teams who stand in a line and hold hands. Give a hoop to the first child. The 
children must try to get the hoop to the last child without letting go of each other’s hands. 
They must climb in and through the hoop and swing the hoop around to try to move it as 
quickly as possible. The first group to get the hoop to the last child in the line is the 
winner. 
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The First Deacons

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 6: 1 - 7
Acts 7: 1 - 60

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Chocolate balls 
A white stone for each child
Koki’s 
A cupcake/muffin pan with numbers in every cavity
A small stone or coin

Lesson Content

The church in Jerusalem was growing and from all over the world new Christians were 
added to the believers. The church was known for their charity, miracles and love. And then 
a crisis developed! Some believers were Greek-speaking and others spoke Hebrew. The 
Greek-speaking believers felt that they were discriminated against and that the Greek 
widows received less food than the other poor.
  
When the apostles heard of the infighting, they decided to have a church meeting. At the 
meeting, the people decided that it would not be right for the apostles, who were supposed 
to proclaim the word of God, to spend their time distributing food to the poor. They decided 
on the following plan: They would choose seven wise, reliable believers in the church who 
were filled with the Holy Spirit to relieve the apostles of this duty. The church was very 
satisfied with this clever plan. The following men were chosen: Stephen, Philip, Procorus, 
Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas and Nicolas. The first duty that we read of in the Bible which was 
laid on the deacons was to pray to God for the church.
 
Stephen, one of the seven helpers, performed many miracles in Jesus’ name. God was good 
to him and blessed him with the gifts of power and wisdom. He was a good evangelist and 
delivered powerful sermons. However, there were a lot of Jews who did not like Stephen. 
They paid money to scoundrels to tell lies about Stephen - they claimed that Stephen 
blasphemed God and Moses in his sermons. 

When these false rumours reached the ears of the Jewish leaders, the fat hit the fire. The 
temple guard was sent to seize Stephen and he was brought before the Jewish council. 
Just as with the trial of Jesus, Caiaphas was the high priest. The people who spread these 
lies were also at the trial. “Yes, we have heard him say that this Jesus in whom he believes, 
will destroy the temple! And He will also abolish the law of Moses.” The Jewish Council was 
shocked. But Stephen was filled with the Holy Spirit and was not afraid of these accusations. 
It seemed to the Jews as if Stephen’s face was shining. Stephen did in fact proclaim that 
God was more important than the temple. God does not live in a building, but in the hearts 
of believers. 

4
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In answer to the accusations Stephen started a long sermon about the history contained 
in the Old Testament. He did not really defend himself, but told the Jewish Council about 
Jesus. He began with Abraham, Joseph and Moses and ended with David, and eventually 
Jesus. Stephen explained that God also performed mighty deeds outside the Promised 
Land. The Gospel of Jesus will also be spread outside of Israel from now on. “What did your 
forefathers do to the messengers of God? They killed them! You do not listen to the Holy 
Spirit. You also killed the Messiah!” Stephen spoke harshly to the leaders and accused them 
of having uncircumcised hearts and ears. According to the Jews, uncircumcised men were 
not part of God’s chosen people. What an insult! The Jewish council was very proud of their 
obedience to the law and here Stephen was accusing them of disobeying the law of God. 
The Jewish Council exploded in rage. But Stephen was not afraid. It was as if he could see 
into heaven and saw Jesus standing at the right hand of God. When he mentioned this to 
the people, chaos broke out. Stephen must have known that he was signing his own death 
warrant, but just like Jesus, Stephen was ready to die. Some members of the council 
covered their ears not to hear Stephen’s “blasphemous” words, others jumped up and 
rushed at him. Blasphemy is to speak disrespectfully about God and was punishable with 
death in Israel. The leaders did not want to listen to Stephen because they clung to their 
own opinions. Stephen was dragged out and taken outside the city walls and there they 
stoned him. Stephen did not have as many followers as Jesus had, therefore the Jewish 
council could kill him without fear of a riot. 

A young man, named Saul, was asked to take care of the clothes of the people who stoned 
Stephen. Saul was a member of the Sanhedrin and witnessed Stephen’s trial.  
While the stones were raining down on Stephen, he prayed that Jesus would receive his 
spirit. He also called out and asked God to forgive the people who were killing him. By his 
dying words, we know that Stephen was a follower of Jesus to the end. 

This was Stephen’s last words and he died on the spot. The young man, Saul, approved of 
the stoning of Stephen. Stephan is the first Christian mentioned in the Bible who died 
because of his faith. Stephen did not die in vain - because of his death, Saul later became a 
believer in Jesus, Philip and Peter went on a missionary journey and the church in Antioch 
(Syria) was established.  It was actually because of Stephen’s death that the gospel was 
proclaimed outside of Judea for the first time. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Why were the Greek-speaking members of the church annoyed? 
• Can you remember one of the deacons’ names? 
• What does it mean to stone someone? 
• What was Stephen’s last words?

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The First Deacons.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos 
book. 

Points for Discussion

• Are you willing to die for your faith, as Stephen did? 
• And to LIVE for Him? 
• Are you able to truly love your enemy, as Stephen did? 
• What do you want your last words to be before you die? 

Life Lesson

The gospel spread like ripples on water. Do you know that it is exactly the same today? 
Touch the people close to you, and they will touch others.  
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, Stephen is such a wonderful example for us of how to follow You. We want to 
be fearless warriors for Christ. It is difficult to forgive our enemies, but we want to do it, 
because You ask us to. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Today we will eat hard, round chocolate balls. This will remind us of the stones the Jews 
threw at Stephen. 

Creative activity

Today we are going to decorate stones. Each child receives a white stone and Koki’s with 
which they can decorate the stone as they like. Show the children a few examples. This 
stone will remind us never to “throw stones at other people,” in other words we all have 
sin in our lives and we should not “kill” other people with our words. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 7: 59 and 60

“While they were stoning him, Stephen prayed, ‘Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.’ Then he fell 
on his knees and cried out, ‘Lord, do not hold this sin against them.’ When he had said 
this, he fell asleep.”

Just for fun!

Use a cupcake/muffin pan. Cut out circles and write numbers on them and paste it with 
prestik in the cavities. Place the pan in an upright position on a shelf or cupboard. Draw a 
line from where the children can take turns to throw a stone or coin at the pan. Each child 
can take a couple of turns. Add the points together and see whether there is a winner. This 
game can remind us that our words can be like “stones” which can hurt other people. 
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The Gospel spreads beyond 
Judea

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 5: 41
Acts 8: 26 - 40

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Jelly sweets in the shape of mouths, teeth or lips 
Worksheet of a house
Paint in natural colours
Stapler
 A map of the world

Lesson Content

Peter and John were released by the Jewish council. They were grateful that they could 
suffer blows and humiliation for their faith. They identified themselves with Jesus who 
was also tortured publicly. Of course the apostles did not heed the Council’s warnings and 
continued day by day to spread the good news about Jesus in the temple and from house 
to house. They proclaimed the word of God fearlessly and God equipped them with power. 
They were hated and persecuted. They were insulted, beaten with sticks and whips and 
humiliated by the Jewish leaders. The Jewish leaders were definitely jealous of the 
increasing influence of the Christians. Instead of being discouraged by the persecution, 
the apostles were actually inspired. They believed that God counted them worthy to suffer 
persecution for Jesus. The apostles proclaimed unceasingly that Jesus was the Christ, the 
Messiah the Jews were expecting for centuries. 

Because of the persecution the Christians had to flee Jerusalem and initially they settled 
in Judea and Samaria, the capital of the Northern Kingdom. Israel was divided into three 
parts. Galilee in the North, Samaria in the middle and Judea in the south. The persecution 
of the Christians had the opposite effect than that which the Jewish leaders intended – the 
gospel message was spreading even faster! 

After some time has passed an angel appeared to Philip and told him to travel in a 
southerly direction on a deserted road between Gaza and Jerusalem. Philip was, just like 
Stephen, one of the original seven deacons of the first church. Philip was a successful 
preacher in Samaria and big crowds came to listen to him. 

Without hesitating, Philip obeyed the angel’s command. On the desolate road he met an 
Ethiopian man who was a eunuch. This man was the minister of finance of queen Candace 
of Ethiopia. He was on his way back to his own country after travelling to Jerusalem to 
worship God. Ethiopia is a country on the continent of Africa, just south of Egypt. This man 
must have been a very pious man, because he travelled very far to worship at the temple 
in Jerusalem. He was probably a non-Jew  who converted to the Jewish faith.  

5
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When Philip was still far away he could see that the man was sitting in his chariot, reading 
the Bible. He was busy reading out loud, as the custom was in those days. He was reading 
from Isaiah. 

The Holy Spirit told Philip to go to the man and stay near the chariot. “Sorry to bother you, 
sir” said Philip, “but do you understand what you are reading?” “No, not at all,” the man 
answered. “There is no one to explain it to me.” It is also important for us to ask other 
people if there is something in the Bible that we do not understand. 

Philip saw that the man was reading this verse: 
“He was led like a sheep to the slaughter, and as a lamb before the shearer is silent, so he 
did not open his mouth. In his humiliation he was deprived of justice. Who can speak of 
his descendants? For his life was taken from the earth.” 

This was just the opportunity Philip was waiting for! Immediately he explained to the man 
that this passage was a prophecy about Jesus.  

Shortly thereafter they were passing some water. When the Ethiopian saw the water, 
he asked Philip to baptise him. This man wanted to confess his faith immediately. They 
stopped the chariot and Philip baptised the Ethiopian right there. When they came out of 
the water, the Holy Spirit took Philip away. The Ethiopian did not see him again, but he 
was not upset or afraid, he was just excited about what happened to him. Because he 
heard the good news about Jesus, his life was made new and was filled with hope. With 
joy he continued his journey. Just think he was the first Christian in Africa! 

Because Philip obeyed the Lord, the message of the gospel was proclaimed outside the 
borders of Israel, even in Africa. Because of the conversion of the Ethiopian the Christian 
faith reached even the highest level of the Ethiopian government.

Philip continued to proclaim the gospel of Jesus from one place to another, even in 
Caesarea. 

Questions for clever little ears

• To which deacon  did an angel of the Lord give a command in this story? (Philip).
• From which country did the man come whom Philip met on the road? (Ethiopia)
• What effect did the severe persecution have on the gospel? (The Christians had to
 flee and this caused the gospel to spread even faster.) 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The Gospel spreads beyond Judea.” Paste it in the right place 
in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think persecution can also be a blessing?  
• Do you believe that God often work through our pain? 
• Do you think hardship can prepare you for a special task? 
• Are there references in the Old Testament to Jesus? (Yes, of course. Have a look at
 the passage from Isaiah that is referred to in this story.) 

Life Lesson

Faith in God does not make your problems disappear, but it helps you to handle your 
problems better. 
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, it is sometimes difficult for us to talk to strangers about our faith. We easily 
think that we have self-confidence, but when we have to give our testimony we become 
shy all of a sudden. Help us to get on the wagon (as Philip did) for Jesus!

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Sweets that look like a mouth/teeth or lips. It reminds us of the passage in Isaiah that the 
Ethiopian was reading: “yet he did not open his mouth.” The Ethiopian was reading about 
Jesus. 

Creative activity

Today we are going to make an African hut. The man in the story came from Ethiopia, a 
country in Africa. The teacher gives two parts to each child: a rectangle for the walls of 
the hut and a circular part for the roof. We will paint the wall and roof of the hut first. Use 
paint or Koki’s in natural colours. Encourage the children to draw doors and windows for 
their huts. Staple the roof and the walls to form the hut. Paste the roof onto the walls with 
a strong glue. Allow time for it to dry. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 8: 32 and 33

“The eunuch was reading this passage of Scripture: ‘He was led like a sheep to the 
slaughter, and as a lamb before the shearer is silent, so he did not open his mouth. In his 
humiliation he was deprived of justice. Who can speak of his descendants? For his life was 
taken from the earth.’”

Just for fun!

Divide the children into two groups. Use a big world map. You can also download and print 
a map from the internet. Blindfold one of the children and let him select any country 
randomly by pressing a pencil on the map. Does anyone know anything about that 
country? Something like the name of the capital, on which continent it is, what language 
they speak, currency etc. The group scores one point for each fact. Now it is the other 
group’s turn. After both groups had a couple of turns, the teacher determines which group 
is the winner.
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The Vision of Cornelius

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 10:1 - 11: 18

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Jelly sweets shaped like snakes (reptiles) 
Ink stamps
A4 paper
Pens with a fine point or Koki’s 
Newspapers

Lesson Content

In Caesarea there lived a man with the name Cornelius. He was a centurion of the Italian 
Regiment. Cornelius was an honourable man who adopted the Jewish faith and everyone 
in his household respected the Lord. He was a generous man and regularly helped people 
who were in need. Caesarea, where Cornelius lived, was one of the most important port 
cities of the Mediterranean Sea and was about 51 km north of Joppa. Most of the 
inhabitants of Caesarea were non-Jews .  

Cornelius also prayed regularly. One day, at about 3 o’clock, while he was praying, 
Cornelius had a vision or dream. An angel of the Lord appeared to him and told him that 
God has heard his prayers. The Lord has seen the good work he has done for the poor. 
The Lord now had a command for Cornelius. He must send a couple of men to Joppa to 
fetch a man called Simon Peter. They will find this man at the house of Simon, the tanner. 
The Bible mentions four times that AN ANGEL OF GOD appeared to Cornelius. God Himself 
took the initiative for this non-Jewish convert. 

After the angel had gone, Cornelius called two of his servants and a soldier. He told them 
what has happened and sent them to Joppa. Joppa was an important port city on the 
Mediterranean Sea. 

The following day, when the three men were already on their way to Joppa, Peter went up 
on the roof of the house he was staying in to pray. Peter was staying with Simon, the 
tanner. Tanners work with the skin or hide of animals. According to the Jewish laws this 
was an unclean occupation because such a person has to work with dead animals. By this 
we can see that Peter was already much less prejudiced toward people whose customs 
did not conform to the Jewish laws. Peter’s final release from all his pre-conceived ideas 
would happen here in Simon’s house.  

After Peter has prayed for a while, he became hungry, but the women were not finished 
with the lunch preparations yet. All of a sudden Peter had a vision. Heaven was opened 
and he saw something like a sheet being let down to the earth by its four corners. In the 
sheet was all sorts of animals: mammals, reptiles and birds. He heard a voice saying to 
him: “Kill and eat the animals, Peter.” “I will never ever do that, Lord,” Peter answered. 
Peter would never eat food that was unclean according to the law of Moses. He was a 
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faithful Jew! But the voice spoke again: “If God says that the food is clean, you may eat 
it and must not consider it unclean.” This happened three times and then the sheet was 
taken back up to heaven. Peter was hesitant and unwilling to acknowledge what this vision 
meant. The fact that the vision was repeated three times indicated how serious God was 
about the message.  

Next week we will hear what happened next. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Which animals were unclean according to the Jews? 
• With whom was Peter staying in this story? (With Simon, the tanner)
• How do we know that Peter was already changing some of his strict Jewish ideas?
 (Tannery was an unclean occupation according to the Jews, because tanners work
 with dead animals. However, Peter was staying at Simon’s house.) 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The vision of Cornelius.” Paste it in the right place in your 
Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• The fact that Peter was changing some of his strict Jewish ideas indicates 
 something. What do you think this could be? (His final release from all laws and
 regulations. Only your faith in Jesus can save you.)
• Because of all their laws regarding food, it was difficult for Jews to visit non-Jews.
 What makes it difficult for you to visit non-Christians? (language, culture, distance,
 economic position, level of education, religious convictions) 
• Do you think it was easy for Peter to get rid of all the old traditions and laws? (No,
 the Lord had to repeat the same message three times before he understood it. 
 Afterwards he showed by his deeds that he took God’s message to heart.)

Life Lesson

To be a Christian is not about race, culture, language, economic position, ethnicity or level 
of education but about faith in Jesus Christ. The gospel of Jesus Christ is intended for 
everyone.  

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, help us to be eager to learn more of You, as Cornelius was. We want to prove 
to You that our lives have changed because You touched our hearts. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

We eat snake sweets. This will remind us that the Jews were not allowed to eat reptiles. 

Creative activity

Today we will make fingerprint birds and tortoises. These were animals the Jews were not 
allowed to eat, but Peter saw them in his vision (birds and reptiles). Press your forefinger 
on an ink stamp. Roll it from side to side. Put your finger on the paper and roll it from side 
to side again. Now you can draw in the detail to transform your fingerprint into a bird or a 
tortoise. 
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Bible verse of the week

Acts 10: 11 - 12

“He saw heaven opened and something like a large sheet being let down to earth by its 
four corners. It contained all kinds of four-footed animals, as well as reptiles of the earth 
and birds of the air.” 

Just for fun!

Place a couple of newspapers on the floor. The papers should not touch each other. These 
papers will be our “lily leaves.” The children run around. When the teacher says: “Here 
comes the stork,” each child must jump onto a newspaper. There may be more than one 
child on a paper, but they are not allowed to step off of the paper. The children who 
cannot find a space on the paper is out. When the teacher cannot catch anyone else, she 
says: “Nothing more to eat today!” The children then start to run around again. Take one of 
the newspapers away. In this way it becomes more difficult to find a space on the 
newspapers. Continue until someone wins.
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The Vision of Cornelius

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 10: 19 – 11: 18 

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Bird egg sweets 
Small bowls with water
Different colours of food colouring 
Straws for each child 
White A4 paper

Lesson Content

Peter had a vision of a sheet filled with strange animals that descended from heaven, while 
he heard a voice saying to him: “Peter, kill and eat!” (Do you still remember last week’s 
lesson?) 
While Peter was still wondering what the vision meant, there was a knock on the door and 
the men who came from Cornelius asked whether a man called Peter was there. Peter did 
not even hear the knock on the door, because at the same time the Lord was busy telling 
him who the people at the door was and that he should not hesitate to go with the men. 
Peter went down and greeted them. After the men told their story to Peter, Peter invited 
them to stay at the house for the night. In this way Peter’s missionary work outside Israel 
has begun, without him even knowing. 

The next day Peter started out with the men, back to Caesarea. A few of the believers 
from Joppa also went along, probably so that they could be witnesses of the work of God 
among the non-Jewish people. In the meantime Cornelius was so excited that he invited 
his friends and relatives to his house to wait and hear wat Peter would tell them. These two 
men could not be more different from each other. The one was a non-Jew, rich and a 
military man. The other was a Jew, poor, a fishermen and a preacher – both of them 
however, was part of God’s plan and both were absolutely obedient to God. Cornelius was 
not a Christian yet, but he hungered for God. 

 When Peter eventually arrived, Cornelius fell at his feet to worship him. But Peter 
immediately made him get up and told him: “I am only a man like you.” Peter was one of 
the pillars of the Christian community in Jerusalem. This shows us how important this 
matter was to God.
 
Peter knew that a law-abiding Jew was not allowed to enter the houses of people from 
different cultures or visit with them. But God opened his eyes and he realised that he may 
not look down on other people and treat them as if they were unclean. Cornelius told Peter 
again about the vision he had and asked him to deliver the message from God to him and 
his family. 
Peter knew now that God does not favour anyone. It does not matter from which people 
group or culture you are – if you respect God, He will accept you. Peter told Cornelius and 
his house about Jesus. He started by telling them of John, the Baptist, the birth of Jesus, 
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His life on earth, His miracles and also about His suffering and crucifixion. Peter also told 
them that Jesus rose from the dead and appeared to a couple of people, including Peter 
himself. Everyone who believes in Jesus’ sins will be forgiven. Peter was still speaking 
when the Holy Spirit came on everyone in the room. The people started to speak in other 
languages and praised God.  The believers from Joppa were amazed. God was working 
even in the lives of the non-Jews! God showed that He accepted and included non-Jews in 
the church by giving them His Holy Spirit. Peter then baptized Cornelius’s household in the 
name of Christ, the Lord.
 
Peter stayed with Cornelius for a few days. Cornelius was stationed in Caesarea, but would 
one day return to Rome. Then the gospel of Jesus will spread even further!

The news of God’s work among the non-Jews spread like wildfire. When Peter returned 
to Jerusalem there were a couple of church members who were upset about the turn 
of events. He went into the house of unclean (uncircumcised) people and even ate with 
them! Peter told them everything that happened, about the visions, from start to finish. 
Peter told them how he saw with his own eyes that God gave the non-Jews the same 
heavenly gift (the Holy Spirit). Jesus Christ is Lord over all our lives.
 
When the members of the church heard this, they were satisfied. God’s goodness was now 
reaching people beyond the borders of Israel. Caesarea would become the first city with 
non-Jewish Christians and a non-Jewish church. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Name two differences between Cornelius and Peter. (One was a Jew, the other was
 not; one was a learned man, the other was not; one was rich, the other poor; one
 was a soldier, the other was a fisherman.)
• Who were waiting at Cornelius’s house for Peter? (All his family and friends.) 
• What did Peter realise after this incident? (God makes no distinction between Jews
 and heathens )

Stickers

Let us find the second stickers for “The vision of Cornelius.” Paste it in the right place in 
your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Cornelius did not know anything about Jesus, yet he longed for the Saviour. Do you
 think this is possible? (God rewards you if you seek Him.)
• Because of the laws concerning food, it was almost impossible for Jews to visit 
 non-Jews and eat with them. What makes it difficult for you to visit with people who
 are not Christians? (language, culture, distance, economic position, level of 
 education, religious convictions) 
• Some of the believers were upset by Peter’s behaviour. How do you think you
 would have reacted if you were a Jew in those days? Why? 

Life Lesson

To be a Christian is not about race, culture, language, economic position, level of 
education or ethnicity but about faith in Jesus Christ. The gospel of Jesus Christ is 
intended for everyone.   
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we know you are Lord over all our lives. We ask that this will not only be sweet 
talk but that our deeds will show that we believe this to be true.  

Amen 

Munchie fun!

We eat bird egg sweets. This reminds us that the Jews were not allowed to eat any birds. 

Creative activity

Fill a couple of bowls with water. Add a few drops of dishwashing liquid and different 
colours of food colouring. Each child receives a straw. Take turns to blow bubbles in the 
bowls with your straw. Put your paper on top of the bubbles. Move to another bowl, with 
a different colour and blow bubbles again.  Your paper will now have dreamy circles on it. 
These “dream images” will remind us of the visions Peter and Cornelius had. What did they 
see in their visions again?

Bible verse of the week

Acts 10: 34 and 35

“Then Peter began to speak: ‘I now realise how true it is that God does not show 
favouritism but accepts men from every nation who fear him and do what is right.’” 

Just for fun!

Each child finds a partner. Draw a start line as well as a finish line about 10 steps further. 
One of the children stands on his hands and knees in front of the other one. The second 
child takes the first ones ankles and stands upright. The child in front’s weight is only on 
his hands now. At the signal the first child starts to move forward on his hands, while the 
other child pushes him as if he was a wheelbarrow. The “wheelbarrow” that crosses the 
finish line first is the winner. As with this wheelbarrow game, we all need an extra push 
every now and again to move us out of our comfort zone, just as Peter needed. 
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Peter in Prison

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 12: 1 - 25

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Sweets with a surprise inside (see Munchie fun)
Work sheet of Peter in prison
Crayons
Scissors 

Lesson Content

King Herod Agrippa I began to persecute the believers in Jerusalem. He was the grandson 
of King Herod the Great who wanted to kill the baby Jesus long ago. King Herod wanted to 
win the favour of the Jews and this was the reason he started to persecute the Christians. 
James, one of Jesus’ twelve disciples and the brother of John, was killed and Peter was 
put in prison for the third time during the Passover festival. Herod wanted to make sure 
that Peter would not escape from prison and appointed 16 soldiers to guard him day and 
night. Peter was guarded closely not only because he was an important prisoner but also 
because he had escaped from prison on a previous occasion. After the Passover, Peter 
would be put on trial.  The Christian church prayed passionately to God to help Peter. They 
knew that prayer could change anyone’s position. 

The evening before Peter’s trial, he was sleeping between two soldiers. He was bound with 
chains and sentries were guarding the door. His situation was completely and utterly 
hopeless. Suddenly a light shone in the cell and an angel of the Lord woke Peter up. “Wake 
up. Put on your clothes and shoes,” the angel told Peter. The chains simply fell off Peter’s 
wrists. Peter did as the angel told him, but he thought he was having a dream. Peter 
followed the angel and they walked past all the sentries and reached the prison’s main 
gate. The gate opened by itself and they walked through it. When they have walked the 
length of one street, the angel suddenly disappeared. Then Peter realised he was not 
dreaming. Incredible! In this miraculous way Peter was set free. The God in whom we 
believe is indeed almighty! 

Peter went quickly to the house of Mary, one of the disciple’s mother. His first desire was 
to tell his fellow believers of God’s intervention. When Peter knocked on the door, the 
servant girl was so excited to hear who it was, that she forgot to open the door. She ran 
into the house to tell the other people that Peter was at the front door. The believers were 
still praying for Peter! At first, the believers did not believe her and Peter had to knock 
again. Finally someone opened the door for him and there stood Peter – in the flesh. Peter 
told them everything that happened in prison and then he left for another place. 

The next day pandemonium broke out among the soldiers who had to guard Peter. Herod 
commanded that a thorough search must be made to find Peter, but Peter had 
disappeared! Herod was so angry that he ordered all the guards who were supposed to 
look after Peter to be executed. It was a Roman law that if a prisoner escaped, the jailor 
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received the same sentence. Jerusalem was too dangerous for Peter to live in now, and he 
had to flee. 

During this time the people of Tyre and Sidon came to Herod Agrippa I to negotiate for 
peace and food supplies from his territory. When Herod arrived for the appointment, he 
was wearing shining clothes. With flourish he went to sit on his throne and spoke with the 
people. After his speech, the people began to flatter him. “Herod is a god and not an 
ordinary man,” they shouted. Herod loved all the attention. He took all the honour for 
himself and did not give glory to God. God decided that He had enough of Herod’s 
arrogance. Herod did not acknowledge God or worshipped him. Soon after the events, 
Herod became deadly sick and suffered a painful death. 

The believers continued to spread the word of God and the church grew more powerful 
day by day. 

Questions for clever little ears

• How do we know that they considered Peter to be a dangerous criminal? 
• Do you believe that God can answer you if you pray sincerely? (Of course He can!) 
• How was Peter set free from prison? 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Peter in Prison.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• What similarities do you see between this story and Jesus’ death and resurrection?
 (a king Herod, happened during Passover, an arrest and trial, the appearance of an
 angel, a female witness, the disbelief of the disciples, they thought Peter was a   
 ghost.) 
• Why did God save Peter, but James died? (We do not know! We only know that God
 will use the suffering we go through to strengthen us and to glorify Him.) 

Life Lesson

We are sometimes guilty of the same sin as Herod Agrippa I. Each time we are proud of 
our own achievements and do not realise that it is a gift of God, we are guilty. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we know that prayer is powerful, and yet we often doubt when we pray. Thank 
You Lord, for people in our lives, like our parents, that we know are praying for us. 

Amen 

Munchie fun! 

We eat sweets with a surprise inside. Peter expected one thing (prison) but what a 
surprise he got! The sweet can be something like a lollipop with a soft centre, or a toffee 
that changes to chewing gum or maybe a sweet that change into different colours. 

Creative activity

We have a work sheet of Peter in prison. Allow the teacher to do the cutting and the 
children can colour the picture. See how the picture changes when the two parts are 
pulled across each other. 
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Bible verse of the week

Acts 12: 7

“Suddenly an angel of the Lord appeared and a light shone in the cell. He struck Peter on 
the side and woke him up. ‘Quick, get up!’ he said, and the chains fell off Peter’s wrists.” 

Just for fun!

The servant girl who should have opened the door for Peter was very SURPRISED. Today 
we will play a game with different emotions. The teacher names an emotion and the 
children must pull faces to reflect the emotion. Nobody may laugh. If you laugh for 
yourself or someone else, you are out. See if you can continue until there is a winner. 
Examples of emotions are fear, happy, in love, annoyed, anxious, worried, surprised, 
angry, mad etc. 
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Paul’s conversion

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 9: 1 - 25

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Droëwors  - A small piece for each child
Earbuds and lemon juice
A candle and matches
Bucket/container filled with water
A R5 coin/A couple of 10c coins

Lesson Content

Not everyone in Jerusalem was happy with the rapid growth of the Christian church. The 
young Saul, who witnessed Stephen’s stoning, wanted to destroy the new church. He was 
the leader of a movement that wanted to persecute the followers of Jesus. Saul received 
letters of consent from the high priest in Jerusalem and departed for Damascus. Damascus 
was connected to other important trade cities in the Roman Empire. It was an important 
trade city itself and was situated about 240 km northeast of Jerusalem. Saul wanted to 
capture the believers living in Damascus and bring them back to Jerusalem to put them on 
trial. Saul came from an important Jewish family. His father was a Pharisee, Saul  himself 
was a student of Gamaliel, one of the best known rabbis and he was a Roman citizen. Saul 
was a good Pharisee and had pure motives. He knew the Bible well and was convinced 
that the Christian movement was endangering God’s chosen race – the Jews. The fanatical 
persecution of the church by Saul and others contributed to the rapid spreading of the 
gospel – exactly what they did NOT want to happen. Saul wanted to end this!

On his way to Damascus, Saul was suddenly blinded by a sharp light from heaven. He 
fell to the ground in fright and heard a voice saying: “Saul, Saul, why are you persecuting 
me?” Saul wanted to know who was speaking to him and the voice answered: “I am Jesus, 
whom you are persecuting. Go to Damascus and there you will be told what you must do.” 
The people who were travelling with Saul, could hear the voice, but did not see anything. 
They were astonished and did not understand what it all meant. Saul stood up from the 
ground, but could not see anything at all. His companions had to lead him by hand. Saul 
the mighty persecutor was now in a helpless position! He was blind for three days. During 
this time Saul did not eat or drink anything. Saul’s personal encounter with Jesus would 
change the course of his whole life. He was still passionate and zealous, but now for the 
Lord. 

In the meantime, God spoke to one of His faithful followers, Ananias in Damascus. The 
Lord sent him to Straight Street to find a man with the name Judas. At this man’s house 
he must ask for Saul. He would find him there, busy praying. The Lord told Ananias that 
he already showed Saul in a vision that Ananias is on his way to him to restore his sight. 
Ananias was not keen on going. He knew Saul’s reputation as a vicious persecutor of the 
church. Ananias also knew that Saul was travelling with letters of consent to capture the 
Christians in Damascus. The Lord assured Ananias that He had an important work for Saul 
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and that Saul will suffer severely because of his Christianity. 

Then Ananias obeyed the Lord. In Judas’s house he greeted Saul with love and 
acceptance. He laid his hands on Saul. Right from the start, he called him “brother.” In 
Ananias’s eyes they were already brothers in the faith. He told Saul that it was Jesus who 
appeared to him in Damascus. He also told Saul that God sent him to Saul to restore his 
sight, but also to receive the Holy Spirit. When Ananias finished speaking, something like 
scales fell from Saul’s eyes and he could see again. Ananias baptised him and afterwards 
Saul ate something to regain his strength. He decided to remain in Damascus  for a while.  

Saul went to the synagogue in Damascus and told everyone there that Jesus was the son 
of God. He told everyone who wanted to listen about his encounter with Jesus. Everyone 
who heard this was very surprised! What happened?! Wasn’t this the man who cruelly 
persecuted the Christians? For days Saul argued with the Jews and told them about Jesus. 
They could not disprove his arguments. Because Saul was a Pharisee who was trained in 
the Scriptures, he could fight the Jews with their own weapon, the Bible. The Jews became 
so frustrated that they decided to kill Saul.  

Fortunately, Saul heard about their plans. The Jews closed the city gates, but the believers 
helped him escape by lowering him in a basket through an opening in the city wall. Thus 
Saul escaped and travelled to Jerusalem to start his new ministry.

God did not let any part of Paul’s personality fall to the ground. Now he used his faith, 
background, citizenship, intellect and even his weaknesses to proclaim the gospel. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Did Paul persecute only the Christians? (No, he persecuted Jesus Himself. All 
 believers are part of the body of Christ.)
• Saul was on his way to which city when the Lord touched his life? 
• What was the name of the man who helped Saul to receive his sight in Damascus? 
• What did the Jews think about Saul’s change of heart? (They were very upset and
 wanted to kill Saul.) 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul’s conversion.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos 
book. 

Points for Discussion

• Does God always intervene supernaturally in people’s lives? (No, a person’s 
 conversion can also be a quiet affair.)
• What is a genuine conversion? (When someone meets Jesus personally. This is 
 evidenced by a new life and relationship.)
• Do you think it is important for someone who proclaims the gospel to be well
 trained? (It is. To be a witness, however, you only need a personal relationship with
 Christ.) 

Life Lesson

Christianity is not always blessings only, but sometimes consists of great suffering. God 
promises to be with us in our suffering. 
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we know that our faith leads to new relationships and friends. We want to 
show even through our friendships that our lives have truly changed and are now devoted 
to You. Help us to make the right choices. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Saul was on his way to Damascus and I am sure that he took provisions with him. What 
food do you take with you when you travel? How about “droëwors”? This is what women 
used to pack as food for their husbands when they had to go on long journeys. This will 
remind us of Saul’s journey.  

Creative activity

Saul was struck by a very bright light! He was the only one that could see the light. The 
people with him heard the voice, but could not see anything. We are going to make 
invisible rays of light. 

Take and A4 white paper and draw some rays of light onto the paper with earbuds tipped 
into lemon juice. You won’t be able to see anything! Now light a candle and hold the 
picture above the flame. The lemon juice will colour brown and you will be able to see the 
rays of light that you drew.

Bible verse of the week

Acts 9: 3 and 4

“As he neared Damascus on his journey, suddenly a light from heaven flashed around 
him. He fell to the ground and heard a voice say to him, ‘Saul, Saul, why do you persecute 
me?’” 

Just for fun!

Saul was sure of his purpose and goal – the death of all Christians. Let’s see if you can 
reach your goal. Fill a bucket or container with water. Put a R5 coin on the bottom of the 
bucket. Throw in a 10 cent coin now and see how close to the R5 it lands. It is more 
difficult than you think because the density of the water pushes the 10 cent coin away. 
See what happens if you hold the coin higher or lower.
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Paul’s first Missionary Journey

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 13: 1 – 12

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

“White Rabbit” toffees 
A4 paper (2 for each child)
Ear buds for every child
Lemon juice
A water spout
Crayons

Lesson Content

Paul’s first missionary journey was as follows:
Antioch (in Syria), to Cyprus, to Pisidian Antioch, to Iconium, to Lystra, to Derbe. 
Then back to Lystra, to Iconium and back to Antioch (in Syria). 

The church in Antioch had a couple of fine church leaders. They were Barnabas, Simeon, 
Lucius, Manaen and also Saul (who was now sometimes called Paul). Barnabas came from 
the island Cyprus, Simeon was a black man from Africa, Lucius was from Cyrene in North 
Africa, Manaen was a member of the Jewish nobility and Saul was from Tarsus. The church 
leaders had different backgrounds, but they had one thing in common – their genuine faith 
in Christ. 

One day while they were praying, the Holy Spirit showed them that a brand new ministry 
was awaiting Barnabas and Paul. They must proclaim the good news of Jesus to other 
countries and nations. Even though he came from Cyprus originally, Barnabas was a 
Christian who lived in Jerusalem. He was a big help to everyone around him, and his name 
means: “Son of comfort.” Initially, Barnabas was the only Christian in Jerusalem who was 
willing to accept Paul as a fellow believer. The rest of the church probably thought Paul was 
a spy!
 
The believers laid hands on Paul and Barnabas and said farewell to them. The two of them 
travelled to Seleucia and from there they sailed to Cyprus, the birth place of Barnabas. Mark 
also went with them. The leaders were dedicated to their work. They dedicated most of 
their attention and time to the proclamation of the gospel. The Holy Spirit guided them on 
their missionary journey, but we know that they travelled on existing roads in the Roman 
Empire, that they visited big cities to reach more people with the gospel. They also visited 
towns with synagogues. The synagogues were familiar territory for them as Jews. They 
travelled all over the island of Cyprus to proclaim God’s word in all the Jewish assemblies. 

On the island they met a sorcerer with the name of Bar-Jesus (or Elymas). This sorcerer 
pretended to be a messenger and prophet of God. He was very popular, even the proconsul 
(ruler of the area) was impressed with him.  Elymas alleged that he could make known the 
will of God. 
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The island Cyprus was a Roman province and the capital city where the proconsul lived, 
was called Paphos. The proconsul heard of Paul and Barnabas and sent for them. Maybe the 
proconsul was not 100% convinced of Elymas’s abilities, because he wanted to hear Paul 
and Barnabas personally. Obviously, the sorcerer was not satisfied with this turn of events. 
He did not want the proconsul to become a Christian and tried to prevent him from seeing 
Paul and Barnabas. If the proconsul believed Paul and Barnabas, the sorcerer could lose his 
job! When Paul went to see the proconsul, the sorcerer was there as well. Paul was filled 
with the Holy Spirit, and looked straight at the sorcerer and said: “You are evil and a child of 
the devil.” “The Lord is against you, and from now on you will be blind,” Paul added. From 
that moment Elymas was stone-blind and he groped around helplessly. How ironic, because 
Paul usually opened people’s eyes and turned them from darkness to light. The proconsul 
saw everything and believed in Jesus. He was excited to hear everything Paul was teaching. 
This was quite an important event – a proconsul of a Roman province who submitted to the 
authority of Jesus Christ. Fortunately for the sorcerer, his blindness was not permanent and 
through these events he received a chance to repent. 

After these events Paul and the rest of his company sailed to Perga in Pamphylia. Mark did 
not feel up to continuing with the journey and decided to return to Jerusalem. Paul was 
annoyed and accused Mark of not being committed and having no perseverance. Not 
finishing the journey may have been due to a weakness in Mark’s character but he did not 
stop proclaiming the gospel. His faith was still important to him and even Paul later changed 
his opinion about Mark.   

Questions for clever little ears

• What did the church leaders of Antioch have in common? (They had a passion for
 Jesus Christ.)
• Which two men were chosen to proclaim the gospel to the heathen nations? (Paul
 and Barnabas)
• Who also travelled with them? (Mark)
• What was Elymas’s profession? (He was a sorcerer.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul’s first missionary journey.” Paste it in the right place in 
your Odos book.

Points for Discussion

• Do you think a person who does not finish what he started or a person who gives
 up (as Mark did) is a failure? (No, not at all. “Failure shouldn’t stop you from doing
 great things for God.”)
• We must listen when the Holy Spirit tries to tell us something which is true. What
 does this statement mean? 
• Do you think Paul realised what he was getting himself into when he started his first
 missionary journey? Do we always know what God has planned for us? 

Life Lesson

It does not matter how important or rich you are, you still need to submit to God’s 
authority. 
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, thank you that we do not always know what You have planned for us. We are 
often cowards and afraid, even though we pretend to be brave. Lord, help us to follow You 
wholeheartedly and to walk in Your footsteps. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Sorcerers do all sorts of tricks. Have any of you ever seen a magician pull a rabbit from a 
hat? Today we eat “white rabbit” sweets to remind us of Elymas, the sorcerer in the story. 

Creative activity

Today we are going to make “magic” pictures. Dip the earbuds in the lemon juice. Write a 
secret message on the paper. Wait until the paper is bone-dry. Sprinkle water lightly on the 
paper and see how your message is revealed. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 13: 2

“While they were worshipping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, ‘Set apart for me 
Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them.’” 

Just for fun!

Elymas, the sorcerer in this story, became blind. Divide the group in pairs of two. One 
child closes his eyes and draws a picture of himself without peeping. The other child must 
give instructions to the first child, for example: you have a hat on, you stand next to a tree. 
Everything must be drawn without looking at the picture. Now it is the other child’s turn. 
Compare the pictures. Which one is the best? Which one is the funniest? Was it difficult? 
Why?
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Paul and Barnabas in 
Pisidian Antioch 

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 13: 13 - 52

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Sour sweets
Work sheet of a synagogue and human figure 
Crayons

Lesson Content

After they have been to Cyprus, Paul and the rest of his company sailed to Perga in 
Pamphylia. Mark did not feel up to continuing with the journey and decided to return to 
Jerusalem. Paul was annoyed and accused Mark of not being committed and having no 
perseverance. Not finishing the journey may have been due to a weakness in Mark’s 
character but he did not stop proclaiming the gospel. His faith was still important to him 
and even Paul later changed his opinion about Mark.   

The company then continued their journey to Pisidian Antioch. This city had a large 
Jewish population, was a busy trade centre and many of the roads of the ancient world 
passed through the city. When they arrived in the city they went to the Jewish synagogue. 
Every time Paul and Barnabas came to a new town, they went to the synagogue first of all.

The ruler of the synagogue gave Paul and Barnabas a chance to address the people. The 
ruler or the synagogue could decide who will lead the service and address the people. 
Usually it was a different speaker every week and it was the custom to ask a visiting rabbi 
to preach. It was therefore not unusual that they asked Paul to address the people. Paul 
eagerly accepted the invitation. Many faithful Jews had a twisted idea of what the Messiah 
would be like. They did not expect a servant-king. Paul did not want to estrange the Jews 
from the synagogue, he knew it was an important place of worship to them. He wanted to 
prove from the Jewish Scriptures that God’s promises were fulfilled in Jesus. He started his 
sermon from the Old Testament. He spoke about the chosen people, Egypt, the desert and 
the Promised Land. He spoke about Samuel and the first kings of Israel, Saul and David. He 
spoke about John, the Baptist and finally about the Saviour – Jesus. Paul told them about 
Jesus’ persecution, crucifixion, funeral and resurrection. The focus of his whole sermon 
centred on the resurrection of Jesus. 

Paul told the people in the synagogue that he had good news for them. God fulfilled His Old 
Testament promises and sent the Messiah. Jesus could forgive their sins. Everyone who 
believes in Jesus will be reconciled with God. Their sins would be forgiven and they would 
inherit eternal life. 
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As Paul and Barnabas were leaving the synagogue after the service, the people asked them 
to speak to them again the following Sabbath. The following Sabbath almost all the people 
of the town came to the synagogue to hear him preach. When the Jews saw this, they were 
green with envy and started to insult Paul and spread lies about Jesus. The Jewish 
leaders tried to use theological arguments against Paul and Barnabas but they were 
actually motivated by jealousy. Paul answered them boldly and warned them that they 
were rejecting eternal life. The non-Jews (heathens) were glad and rejoiced, because God 
also cared about them and wanted to give them eternal life as well. The word of the Lord 
spread like a wild fire through the city, because the new converts immediately told others 
about Jesus. This annoyed the Jewish authorities. They incited some of the city leaders 
and prominent women (remember women incite their husbands as well) to remove Paul 
and Barnabas and they were violently expelled from the city. 

People often refuse to listen to an uncomfortable truth. In spite of the persecution, Paul 
and Barnabas left the believers in Antioch filled with the joy of the Holy Spirit. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Where did Paul preach? 
• How did it happen that he had the opportunity to preach in the synagogue? 
• What did he speak about? (About all the promises about Jesus in the Old 
 Testament, which were fulfilled in the New Testament.) 
• Why were the Jews annoyed? (They were jealous.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul and Barnabas in Pisidian Antioch.” Paste it in the right 
place in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Is it easy to change your point of view or opinion? Why not? 
• The Jews were jealous. How do we feel when a newcomer messes up our plans?
 Think of an example. (A new child at school, a new coach with a different strategy,
 a new teacher with different study methods etc.) 

Life Lesson

If you do not accept Jesus as your Saviour, you will not inherit eternal life. No amount of 
learning or obeying the law can save you, only faith in Jesus. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we are often so stubborn and set in our own opinions, yet we are quick to 
point the finger at the Pharisees of Biblical times. Lord, make us receptive to Your word, 
ideals and ideas for us. We want to follow You with our whole heart. 

Amen

Munchie fun!

Sour sweets. This will remind us of the Jewish leaders’ sour faces when they realised that 
the non-Jews were eager to listen to Paul’s message. 
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Creative activity

Work sheet of a synagogue with a picture of a human figure. We will colour the figure of the 
man. Paul preached in the synagogue, but the building is not important to God. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 13: 32 and 33

“We tell you the good news: What God promised our fathers he has fulfilled for us, their 
children, by raising up Jesus.”

Just for fun!

Initially the people were friendly toward Paul and Barnabas, but it changed into jealousy 
and eventually anger. Finally they chased Paul and Barnabas away. We are going to play a 
game about emotions. 

The first child starts the game by saying: I went on holiday and my face looked like this 
(show an emotion). 

The second child then says: I went on holiday and my face looked like this (same face as 
first child, and then your own example.) 

Third child says: I went on holiday and my face looked like this (same face as first child, 
second child and then your own example.) 

Continue until everyone has had a chance. If you cannot remember the different faces, the 
other children may help you.
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Paul and Barnabas in 
Iconium, Lystra and Derbe 

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 14: 1 - 28

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Any Greek delicacy for example baklava or Greek milk tart
A4 paper
Crayons
Pieces of paper with well-known people’s names written on it

Lesson Content

Paul and Barnabas were not discouraged by their bad experience in Pisidian Antioch. They 
simply moved on to the next city, Iconium. They were still filled with the power and joy of 
the Holy Spirit. 

In Iconium they went to the synagogue, as their custom was and spoke with the people 
about Jesus. Iconium was a big trade city on the road between Asia and Syria and the 
most important city visited by Paul and Barnabas on Paul’s first missionary journey. In 
Iconium things would happen in much the same way as in Pisidian Antioch.  

A great many people (both Jews and non-Jews) were converted. Once again the Jews were 
upset because of this. They started to incite the people of the city against Paul and 
Barnabas. They spread false rumours and people became suspicious of Paul and 
Barnabas. The situation became dangerous, yet they had the courage to continue with the 
work. At one stage, the people of Iconium stoned Paul to such an extent that his 
companions thought he was dead. There is no other example in the Bible of a person who 
survived a stoning! Paul’s “corpse” was considered unclean and they dragged it outside 
the city walls.  But he stood up and went back into the city and continued preaching! What 
a miracle! Paul and Barnabas were not afraid and continued proclaiming the goodness of 
God. In the midst of severe persecution the disciples were still filled with joy and the Holy 
Spirit. They performed miracles and extraordinary acts. Eventually the people of Iconium 
were completely divided. Paul and Barnabas’s adversaries conspired with the city leaders 
to apprehend them. They wanted to give them a lashing and then stone them. Fortunately 
Paul heard of the plot and they fled the city in time. These two show us that it takes 
commitment to be a disciple of Jesus. 

 Paul and Barnabas travelled from Iconium to Lystra (about 40 km from Iconium) and then 
to Derbe (80 km further) to proclaim the good news about Jesus. Lystra and Derbe did not 
have a large Jewish population and the missionaries were now proclaiming the word to the 
non-Jews or heathens.  
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In Lystra they healed a man who was lame from birth. The man believed in Jesus and had 
faith to be healed. The people were so impressed with this feat that they thought the two 
men were Greek gods. They called Barnabas Zeus (the chief Greek god). Zeus was so 
important that he did not really do any work. They called Paul Hermes (the spokesperson 
of the gods). The quieter Barnabas reminded them of Zeus and the preacher and the 
healer (Paul) reminded them of Hermes. In Roman times these gods were worshiped in 
Lystra and the people thought the gods graced their city with a visit! And Paul was so 
eloquent! He must surely be a god! There was a legend in Lystra that two gods came to the 
town long ago. They had nowhere to stay and nobody wanted to give them a room. 
Eventually an old married couple gave them a room to sleep in. The gods then killed all 
the people, except the old couple. Paul and Barnabas’s miracles reminded the people of 
this legend and they did not want to make the same mistake again. Therefore they made a 
big fuss of the two missionaries. 

Paul and Barnabas were upset with this hero-worship and tried to rectify the situation. They 
were so grieved by the people’s behaviour that they tore their clothes. They wanted to 
turn the people from worshipping the false Greek gods to worshipping the one true God. 
Christ must receive all the honour, not people. Everything we receive, comes from God. 
Paul and Barnabas believed that everything in nature, like rain and good harvests, served 
to strengthen your faith. If you doubt God’s existence, look at nature. It does not help to 
bring senseless offerings to false gods.
 
After these events they moved on to Derbe, then back again to Lystra, Iconium and 
Antioch. 

On their journey back they encouraged the Christians in Iconium to remain faithful. Paul 
realised that these new churches needed encouragement. They also appointed leaders in 
the church and encouraged them by explaining that suffering is part of growing in the faith.  

They prayed and fasted and preached for the last time. Then they entrusted the believers 
to God. Afterwards Paul and his company travelled back to Antioch, the city from where 
they were sent on this first missionary journey. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Which of the Greek gods did the people think Paul and Barnabas were? 
• What legend did the people of Lystra believe about a visit of the gods? 
• How did Paul and Barnabas feel about the hero-worship they received? (They were
 shocked and saddened.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul and Barnabas in Iconium, Lystra and Derbe.” Paste it in 
the right place in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Who does not like to receive honour?
• What do we receive honour for nowadays? (being on the learners’ council, captain
 of the sports team, academic honours etc.)
• What lesson do we learn from Paul and Barnabas in this story about hero-worship? 
 (Only God deserves our honour.)

Life Lesson

Even though we like to receive honour, we must give all the glory to God. 
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we want to praise You and lift Your name on high. You are the God above 
all gods. The Creator of heaven and earth and the sea. Thank You that You give so many 
things to us. 

Amen

Munchie fun!

Any Greek delicacy for example baklava or Greek milk tart. This will remind us that the 
people honoured Paul and Barnabas as Greek gods. 

Creative activity

With this story we came to the end of Paul’s first missionary journey. We will draw a ship 
today. Draw the hull and a sail. Draw waves and a couple of birds in the air. Paul went 
back to Antioch to report on the work they have done. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 14: 3

“So Paul and Barnabas spent considerable time there, speaking boldly for the Lord, who 
confirmed the message of his grace by enabling them to do miraculous signs and 
wonders.” 

Just for fun!

Write the names of a couple of well-known people on small pieces of paper. Think of 
movie stars, sport stars and singers. Divide the class in two. Let a child draw a name and 
explain in a minute to the rest of his group who the person is. Now it is the other group’s 
turn. Continue until every child had a chance and see who could identify most of the stars. 
Paul and Barnabas were seen as VERY important people, but they were only servants of 
God. 
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The First Synod Meeting

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 15: 1 - 12

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

A fresh loaf of bread to break for the children
Marbles
Jars with different colours of paint
A4 paper
Tray/container with an edge
20 Washing pegs
Two containers to fasten pegs to or a washing line

Lesson Content

One of the basic problems of Christianity, our position with regards to the Old Testament, 
are beautifully solved in this passage. 

During this time a group of Judaizers (Jews who converted to Christianity but still followed 
the Jewish customs) came to the church in Antioch. Among these converted Jews there 
were Pharisees and other Jews who strictly adhered to all the Jewish laws. They taught 
the members of the church that Jesus will only save you if you are also circumcised. Only 
if you were circumcised will God consider you worthy of salvation through Jesus Christ. 
These Jewish Christians still found their security in Jewish law. They still focused too much 
on their own performance (See how I keep the laws!). They saw Christianity as a purified 
Judaism. You are saved through Christ AND the law. 
 
Obviously this led to a sharp dispute between the two groups! According to the Jews, the 
heathen had loose and strange morals and served idols, but some of them had truly 
repented and have been converted. 
 
 Paul and Barnabas immediately started to contend with the Jewish Christians about their 
point of view. Did they really expect non-Jewish converts to keep the Jewish laws and 
customs before they can be considered Christians?!

Finally the church in Antioch decided to send Paul and Barnabas and a few other church 
leaders to Jerusalem to find out what the church there and the apostles say about the 
matter. The apostles were the people who were witnesses of Jesus’ ministry on earth and 
were intimately familiar with His teaching and were eyewitnesses of His resurrection. They 
therefore had a special position of authority in the church.  Paul was so convinced of his 
own point of view that he was willing to go to the church in Jerusalem even though he 
knew that there would be a strong influence of Judaism in the church there. Paul did not 
want the church to be divided! 
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When Paul and Barnabas arrived in Jerusalem they reported on the great deeds God has 
done through them. Some of the converted Pharisees were shocked by what Paul and 
Barnabas have done among non-Jews. The converted Pharisees considered the keeping of 
the law of Moses and especially the circumcision as non-negotiable. And they were working 
among unclean people! 

The apostles realised that this disagreement was serious and decided to have a meeting 
where the issue could be discussed thoroughly. 
Every one received a chance to state their case. Peter testified that God looks at the heart 
of people and that he has witnessed that God gave the Holy Spirit even to the 
uncircumcised. The Jews believed they were the chosen people but Peter stated clearly 
that God did not show favouritism toward any people group or race. God sanctified the 
unclean. He does it through - Grace!  Peter thought it would be unfair to put the non-Jews 
under the yoke of the law of Moses, because God saves the Jew and the non-Jew through 
grace alone, and not through their obedience to the law.  God saves everyone in the 
same way. If you believed in Jesus, your sins are forgiven. 

After Peter’s speech Paul and Barnabas testified of all the miracles God has done through 
them among all the different nations. 

Next week we will find out what the first synod meeting decided eventually. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Why were the Judaizers upset with the church in Antioch? (Because some of the
 believers were not circumcised and did not obey the law of Moses.)
• How does God save someone? (By grace, because we believe in Him.)
• Name two people who spoke at the synod meeting. (Peter, James, Paul, Barnabas.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The first synod meeting.” Paste it in the right place in your 
Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• How important is it to have reliable leaders in the church today, who can make
 spiritually mature decisions? 
• Does anyone like long meetings? Are meetings important? Why?

Life Lesson

Requirements of the Christian faith must be God’s universal requirements, not our own 
cultural interpretation of our faith. God saves the Jew and the non-Jew in exactly the same 
way, by grace, because we believe in Him. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we so easily disagree with each other about the smallest things. We know You 
do not want discord in Your church. We want to focus on You and to remember that Your 
grace is for us ALL. 

Amen 
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Munchie fun!

Today we will break bread together. Everybody will eat a piece of the same loaf of bread. 
This shows our unity in Christ. Christ does not want fighting in His church. 

Creative activity

Today we are going to paint with marbles. Use a tray, container, cardboard box with an 
edge around it. Put paper inside. Put a few marbles in each jar of paint. Use a spoon to lift 
the marble out of the jar and place it in your tray. Allow the marble to roll around. Take 
another colour and roll that marble around as well. The marbles create a higgledy-piggledy 
picture. Remember, when you decide to follow Jesus, your life is not a higgledy-piggledy 
picture. You must walk the straight road according to the will of Jesus. Just as the apostles 
reached an agreement about the issue in the church and did not talk in a higgledy-piggledy 
fashion about it.

Bible verse of the week

Acts 15: 5

“Then some of the believers who belonged to the party of the Pharisees stood up and said, 
‘The Gentiles must be circumcised and required to obey the law of Moses.’” 

Just for fun!

Divide the children into two groups. Each group receives a container with 10 washing pegs 
in it. When the teacher gives the sign, they must start to fasten the pegs on the edge of the 
container or a washing line. They may use only one hand. The other hand must be held 
behind their backs. One child fastens the pegs, while another unfastens it. Continue until 
every child has had a turn. In this game we have to do something to win, but with Jesus 
we do not have to do any work. He saves us because He loves us and because we 
believe in Him. 
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The First Synod Meeting 
(continue)

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 15: 12 - 35

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

A big bunch of grapes
Work sheet of a stamp
Crayons
Rags or elastic bands to tie the children’s legs to each other

Lesson Content

 Today we will continue our lesson on the first synod meeting. 

James, the brother of Jesus, who was a leader of the church in Jerusalem stood up and 
quoted from the Old Testament and prophets to show that Peter was right. The heathens 
who received God’s grace were now part of God’s people.  He asked that the church 
should not make it more difficult for heathens to come to Jesus. James proposed that a 
letter should be written in which the discussion of the meeting will be summarised. The 
letter will also contain the following suggestions:

• Stay away from idols, idol worship and food offered to idols. 
• Refrain from immorality and sexual sins. Be faithful to your marriage partner. 
 Sexual immorality was often part of idol worship. The moral standards should not
 be lowered just because Jewish laws were not obeyed
• Do not eat the meat of animals that were strangled, in other words, meat that still
 contains the blood of the animal. (Leviticus says that the life of an animal is in its
 blood.) 
• Do not drink blood. 

Everyone, apostles and elders (who guided and led the church) agreed with James that
the believers do not have to keep the Jewish laws.  Jews and non-Jews can therefore eat 
together without the Jew becoming unclean by associating with non-Jews. The Old 
Testament laws were important to the Jewish Christians, but it was not a precondition for 
salvation. The law cannot save you – only faith in Jesus Christ. The law of Moses was only 
a guide for Jews to show them their sinfulness, so that they can repent and turn back to 
God and show that they need a saviour. It was impossible in those days, as it is today to 
be completely obedient to the law of God. 

Two of the leaders of the church in Jerusalem, Judas and Silas, were chosen to 
accompany Paul and Barnabas to Antioch. This is the content of the letter they carried with 
them: 
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To all the people of the church in Antioch, Syria and Cilicia: 

We are one big family in Christ and we greet you. The people who came to Antioch and 
caused all this confusion were not send by us. We are sending two of the leaders of our 
church, Judas and Silas, with Paul and Barnabas to you. They will explain everything we 
have discussed at the meeting to you. The Holy Spirit was present at our meeting and 
guided our decisions. Do not be troubled anymore, you do not have to be circumcised, 
because Jesus set us free from all rules and traditions. The men will explain the four rules 
that we do ask you to keep. 

Best wishes
The church leaders of Jerusalem 

The church in Jerusalem and Antioch solved their problem in the following way: 
• They came together and discussed the matter. 
• Not only the church leaders were involved, but other interested parties attended
  the meeting as well. Ordinary missionaries like Paul and Barnabas had a chance to
 express their point of view. 
• James summarised all the arguments and made a suggestion. 
• Everybody accepted the suggestion. 
• They wrote a letter to inform the church in Antioch about the decisions that have
  been made. 

The unity of the Christian church was preserved even though the church consisted of very 
different people. Isn’t it wonderful! 
When the company arrived in Antioch, the letter was read in the church. Everybody was 
satisfied with the content of the letter. Judas and Silas spoke to the church on a number 
of occasions to strengthen them in their faith. Afterwards Judas went back to Jerusalem. 

Questions for clever little ears

• What was written in the letter? (The heathen believers do not have to be 
 circumcised. Jesus set them free from all rules.) 
• Name one of the rules that the leaders asked the new believers to keep. (Do not eat
 blood, do not live immorally, do not eat strangled animals, do not worship idols.)
• Why was the people satisfied? (The issue was resolved without division.) 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The first synod meeting.” Paste it in the right place in your 
Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do we still have synod meetings today?  (Yes.)
• What do you think are people’s opinions about the synod meetings of today? (It is
  long and extended meetings where decisions are taken that ordinary people often
 do not support.)
• What can we learn, even today, from the first synod meeting? (Jesus wants unity in
 the church. Problems can be solved without fighting.) 

Life Lesson

The requirements of the Christian faith should be God’s universal requirements and not 
our own cultural interpretation of our faith. God saves the Jew and the non-Jew in the 
same way, by grace, because we believe in Him. 
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, to fight and argue sometimes come more naturally to us than to make peace 
and to listen to Your wisdom. Please help us to become quiet when there is disturbance in 
our lives so that we can hear Your voice clearly. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Today each one of us will eat a grape from a bunch of grapes to show our unity in the 
faith. 

Creative activitye

The church in Jerusalem sent a letter to the church in Antioch. We are going to design a 
stamp to put on this letter. You can draw any picture on your stamp. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 15: 28 and 29

“It seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us not to burden you with anything beyond the 
following requirements: You are to abstain from food sacrificed to idols, from blood, from 
the meat of strangled animals and from sexual immorality. You will do well to avoid these 
things.” 

Just for fun!

Divide the class in pairs of two. Tie one leg of each child to a leg of the other. Draw a start 
and a finish line. The children will run a three-legged-race. Sometimes in life it feels as if 
something is tied to your leg, so that you cannot run fast enough. Maybe this was what if 
felt like to the apostles when they were still bound by the law of Moses. You must not let 
anything hinder your testimony for Jesus. 
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Paul’s second Missionary 
Journey – Lydia’s Conversion

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 15: 36 - 16: 15

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Jelly baby sweets
A4 Cardboard
Purple finger paint
A wash basin or wet cloth to clean hands

Lesson Content

One day Barnabas came to Paul and proposed that they should visit all the believers they 
met on their first missionary journey. Almost 3 years have passed since their first 
missionary journey. “And we can take Mark with us again,” said Barnabas. (Mark and 
Barnabas were cousins.) But Paul was adamant, Mark will not go with them again. Mark 
did not continue with them in the work – he left them in the lurch! Paul and Barnabas 
disagreed so severely on this matter that they decided not to travel together. Barnabas 
and Mark sailed to Cyprus, while Paul and Silas, his new co-worker travelled to Syria and 
Cilicia.  Silas was a respected Jew from Jerusalem, but also a Roman citizen, which would 
help a lot on their journeys.  On these journeys the missionaries encouraged the believers 
and strengthened their faith. 

Paul also went to Lystra and Derbe again. Here he met Timothy. Timothy was a Christian 
with a Jewish mother and a Greek father. He had a good reputation among the believers in 
that area. Timothy and his mother both loved the Lord very much. Eunice, his mother, and 
Lois, his grandmother, were both believers. Timothy and his family lived in Lystra and it is 
possible that they were converted during Paul’s first missionary journey. Paul 
convinced Timothy to be circumcised (even though Christians did not have to be 
circumcised) so that he would be accepted into the Jewish synagogues. Paul then took 
Timothy with him on his missionary journey. They visited many churches and told them 
of the decision taken by the first synod. Do you still remember what we have learned in 
lesson 12? After the synod there was unity in the church. Christians were encouraged, but 
many people were also converted and the church of Christ was growing rapidly. 

Then Paul and his companions travelled through the region of Phrygia and Galatia. The 
Holy Spirit guided them on their journey. Then they travelled to Mysia and Troas. In Troas 
Paul had a dream. He saw a man from the north of Greece (Macedonia) begging him to 
come to them. They urgently needed Paul’s help! Paul knew immediately that the Lord 
wanted to use him and his companions (Silas, Timothy and Luke) in Macedonia. They got 
ready and left for Macedonia. In this way, Paul left the East and entered the Greek world. 
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The ship sailed to Samothrace and from there to Neapolis. Then they travelled to Philippi, 
an important Roman colony in the north of Greece, in Macedonia. It was Paul’s custom to 
go to the synagogue first when they visited a city, but we think that Philippi probably did 
not have a synagogue, because on the Sabbath the missionaries went to a river just 
outside Philippi. According to Jewish custom a synagogue could only be established if 
there were 10 Jewish men, so we assume that Philippi did not have a large Jewish 
population. Paul have heard that people gathered at the river, about 2 km from the city, 
to pray. They started to speak with some of the women gathered there. Paul never allowed 
people’s gender or cultural customs to restrain him from proclaiming the gospel. The 
group consisted of Jewish and Greek women. One of the women, Lydia, was a seller of 
expensive purple cloth and was a rich, influential merchant. She had already accepted the 
Jewish faith and served God. She listened attentively to Paul and a miracle happened. God 
touched her heart and she believed that Jesus was the Messiah. A woman was therefore 
the first person in Europe who believed the gospel. Lydia, and everybody in her household 
were baptised. God often worked through women in the early church. Lydia convinced 
Paul to accept her hospitality and to stay at her house. Lydia understood that Christianity 
also meant true friendship.

Questions for clever little ears

• Which of the men in this story came from a Christian home? (Timothy. His mother
 and grandmother were Christians.)
• Who was the first person to be converted in Europe? (Lydia)
• What was Lydia’s occupation? 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Lydia’s conversion.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos 
book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think God can use even an argument or a difference in opinion to spread
 the gospel? (Of course, this is exactly what happened with Paul and Barnabas.) 
• Do Christians always have to agree? (No, but differences must be solved in such a
 way that God is glorified.) 
• Can the Holy Spirit make you change your plans? (Yes, the Holy Spirit made Paul
 change his travel plans.)

Life Lesson

You may not allow gender or cultural boundaries or old-fashioned laws or race or anything 
else to restrain you from proclaiming the gospel of Jesus. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, thank You that You use even the most unimportant people to spread Your 
word. We are grateful that we may know You and that we do not have to keep any law. We 
can only love You. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

We eat jelly babies. This will remind us that God use men and women to spread His 
gospel. 
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Creative activity 

We use purple finger paint. Each child receives an A4 cardboard. Place a spoonful of 
purple finger paint on the cardboard. The children can now create their own design to 
illustrate what they think the cloth Lydia sold, looked like. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 16: 13 

“On the Sabbath we went outside the city gate to the river, where we expected to find a 
place of prayer. We sat down and began to speak to the women who had gathered there.” 

Just for fun! 

In this story Paul spoke to believers next to a river. 
All the children stand in a circle. The teacher stands in the middle of the circle. There are 
two commands:
* In the river
* On the bank of the river
If the command is: “On the bank”, everyone must give a step forward. If the command is: 
“In the river”, everyone must give a step backwards. Give the commands faster and faster. 
If someone makes a mistake, he/she is out. 
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 Paul in Prison in Philippi

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 16: 16 - 40

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Dates/Olives/Grapes/Naan bread (anything pertaining to a Biblical meal)
A4 cardboard for each child
Tin foil
Glue
Brown paint
Paint brushes

Lesson Content

One day in Philippi Paul and his companions met a slave girl who was a fortune teller. She 
predicted people’s future and her owners earned a great deal of money by her fortune-
telling. Her owners shamelessly used and exploited her. Fortune-telling was a common 
practice in the Greek and Roman cultures. People predicted the future by looking at signs 
in nature or by communing with the dead. When the slave girl saw Paul, she followed his 
company the whole time and shouted: “These people are servants of the Most High God.” 
She continued doing this for many days. Paul became troubled and commanded the spirit 
by which she predicted the future: “In the name of Jesus Christ come out of her!” Instantly 
the spirit left the slave girl.  

When her owners realised that she could no longer predict the future and that their source 
of income was gone, they were furious. Obviously they blamed Paul and Silas. The owners 
decided to take matters into their own hands and seized Paul and Silas and dragged them 
to the market place to face the authorities. At least they did not seize Timothy and Luke 
as well! At the market place they arrested Paul and Silas and took them to the magistrate. 
The charge against them: These men are disturbing the peace in our city! They are 
teaching customs that clash with our Roman laws and traditions. In those days it was 
against the law to proclaim foreign religions among Roman citizens. And the Romans did 
not like the Jews! The crowd was incited and became bloodthirsty. Paul and Silas could 
hardly utter a word in their defence! The magistrates ordered that Paul and Silas must be 
stripped and beaten. After Paul and Silas were severely flogged (beaten with a whip or 
stick) they were thrown in prison. A person who was flogged, was usually almost dead. The 
jailer was warned to guard the prisoners carefully. So the jailer put them in the cells in the 
middle of the prison, where they locked up the most dangerous criminals. Their feet was 
also fastened in the stocks. The stocks were wooden frames in which prisoners’ feet were 
spread apart and fastened. Paul and Silas did not commit any crime and yet they were 
treated as dangerous criminals. 

Paul and Silas were in a lot of pain, but instead of complaining they did something 
completely different!  At midnight Paul and Silas were praying to God. They were singing 
hymns to God. The other prisoners were amazed that these two “dangerous” criminals still 
had the energy to sing praise songs! Everybody kept quiet and listened to their  
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singing. And then, out of the blue, there was a violent earthquake. All the prison doors 
were opened and everybody’s chains fell off. The jailer also woke up because of the 
earthquake. When he saw all the open doors, he realised that all the prisoners must have 
escaped. He knew that he would get a death sentence because his prisoners had escaped, 
as the Roman law determined in those days. The jailer then decided to commit suicide 
and drew his sword. But Paul saw what he was about to do and shouted, “Stop, don’t harm 
yourself! We are all here!” Paul did not want to escape. He wanted to teach something to 
the authorities of Philippi. He also wanted the other believers to be treated fairly. The jailer 
asked for lights and rushed into the prison. When he saw Paul and Silas, he fell trembling 
before them. He was frightened because of the mysterious, godly power of the apostles. 
He wanted to speak to them, and took them outside. He then asked them what he must 
do to be saved. “Well, only believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved. God will 
accept you as his child and will forgive all your sins,” they replied. “The good news is not 
only for you, but for your whole household.” There was never a time that it was 
inconvenient for Paul to proclaim the gospel. 

The jailer invited Paul and Silas to his house. Even though it was the middle of the night, 
he woke everyone and invited them to come and listen to what these two men had to say. 
The jailer also cleaned their wounds. Then he and his whole household were baptised. 
They were now assured of God’s friendship and the house was filled with joy. The jailer 
then brought them back into his house and they had a wonderful meal together. The jailer 
and every one of his household were glad they heard the gospel of Jesus. 

When it was daylight, the magistrates sent their officers to the jailer with a message, 
“Release those men.” “Oh, no,” Paul said. “We have been beaten publicly and now you 
want us to go quietly! We are obedient Roman citizens and we did not even have a proper 
trial!” Roman citizens had certain privileges, for example the right to a fair trial. Paul 
insisted on a proper apology and that they should be escorted from prison. Paul wanted it 
to be known that they were innocent and were released because of the innocence. 

The magistrates broke out in a cold sweat. They were alarmed. They did not know that 
Paul and Silas were Roman citizens. They quickly went to the prison, apologized and 
escorted them from prison. They requested them to leave the city. The magistrates were 
frightened because Paul and Saul could prosecute the authorities because of the way they 
were treated.  

After their release, Paul and Silas went to Lydia’s house to say goodbye to all the believers 
there. They encouraged them to remain faithful and then Paul and Silas continued on their 
journey.

Questions for clever little ears

• What happened to the fortune teller in Philippi? 
• How did Paul and Silas escape from prison? (There was an earthquake, but they did
 not really escape. The jailer took them to his house.)
• What did the jailer want to do when he realised that the prison doors were open?  

Stickers

Let’s find the stickers for “Paul in prison in Philippi.” Paste it in the right place in your 
Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think it is possible to praise God even in terrible circumstances? What do
 you think is the worst thing that can happen to you? Do you know of someone to
 whom this has happened? How did they handle it?  
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Life Lesson

No matter what your circumstances may be, you must always praise God. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we want to praise You and lift Your name on high in all circumstances. Thank 
You that You are Almighty!

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Paul and Silas enjoyed a lovely meal at the jailer’s house. Do you know what people ate in 
Biblical times? Maybe something like grapes, olives, dates or flat bread? The teacher can 
choose what we will eat today to remind us of Paul and Silas’s meal with the jailer. 

Creative activity

Paul and Silas were guarded in prison by Roman soldiers. Today we will make a Roman 
sword. The teacher can decide whether she wants to cut out the sword to make it three-
dimensional or whether the children will only decorate the sword. Use tinfoil for the blade 
and brown paint for the handle of the sword. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 16: 25

“About midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and the other 
prisoners were listening to them.”

Just for fun!

The jailer did not know the God of Paul and Silas. We are going to play a game with names 
today. Everybody sits in a circle. The first child says: My name is_________ and I live in 
________. The child chooses a name that begins with an A and a city/town that begins with 
an A. The next child then chooses a name and a city/town which begins with a B. Allow 
each child 30 seconds to think of a name. 
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The Riot in Thessalonica

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 17: 1 - 13

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Chocolate coins
Work sheet of a shield on A4 cardboard or paper
Crayons
Scissors

Lesson Content

After Paul and Silas were released from the prison in Philippi, they travelled to 
Thessalonica. Thessalonica was the capital of Macedonia, one of the wealthiest and most 
influential cities in the region. There was a Jewish synagogue in the city and as Paul’s 
custom was, he went straight to the synagogue. (As we have learned already, when there 
were 10 or more Jewish men in a city, they could establish a synagogue.) The 
synagogues provided a good starting point for Paul’s discourses, but it was also the place 
from which opposition to Paul’s teaching usually sprung. For three consecutive Sabbaths 
Paul preached to the Jews from the Word of God. Paul always started by preaching from 
the Old Testament, because the Jews knew it well. He explained from the Scriptures that 
it was God’s plan that Jesus would suffer and die and that He would be risen on the third 
day. Some of the people were converted and joined Paul and Silas. Among the new 
believers were God-fearing Greeks as well as a couple of prominent women who came to 
faith in Jesus.  

When the other Jews saw what was happening, they were very jealous. They were not 
bothered by Paul and Silas’s message but with the fact that they were so popular. They 
plotted with some of the riff-raff to work up the crowd against Paul and Silas. These bad 
characters formed a mob and started to look for the two messengers. When the crowd 
heard that Paul and Silas were in Jason’s house, they surrounded the house. They wanted 
to bring Paul and Silas out to the crowd. The two of them, however, were not in the house. 
Maybe because they suspected that trouble was on the way. The mob only found Jason 
and some of the other believers there. They grabbed them and dragged them before the 
city officials.  “Jason and his friends allow criminals and rioters to stay in their house!” 
shouted the mob. “They say that a man named Jesus is the true king and not Caesar!” 

In the Roman Empire it was a very serious offense if you: 
Caused a riot or
Rebelled against the king or Caesar.

When the city officials and the crowd heard the accusation they were in an uproar. They 
reprimanded Jason and the other believers. They had to promise not to cause any more 
trouble. They also had to pay an amount of money before they were eventually released. 
This sum of money or fine was to ensure that they will not house missionaries again.
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The believers decided to send Paul and Silas away that very night to ensure everyone’s 
safety. From Thessalonica Paul and Silas went to Berea, a small, out-of-the-way town. 
As you can guess by now, the first place they went, was the synagogue. They started to 
preach to the people. Luckily the people in Berea were friendlier than and not as 
combative as the people of Thessalonica. The people were excited to listen to Paul and 
had meaningful conversations with each other about the Scriptures and tried to 
understand what it all meant. The people examined the Scriptures to see if what Paul was 
teaching them was indeed true. Many Jews, as well as important Greek men and women 
came to faith, because they took the trouble to read the Bible every day. 

When the Jews in Thessalonica heard of Paul and Silas’s success in Berea, they went there 
too and started to spread rumours about them. It did not take them long to agitate the 
crowds and turn them against Paul and Silas. The believers took Paul to the coast in secret 
and some of them escorted him to Athens. Fortunately Athens was three hundred and fifty 
kilometres away from his persecutors!  Silas and Timothy stayed in Berea to continue the 
work there. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Where did Paul usually go first to preach when he arrived in a new town? 
• Why?
• What happened in Thessalonica and also in Berea? (People came to faith and were
 converted, but then Paul was accused of all sorts of things and the people turned
 against him.) 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The Riot in Thessalonica.” Paste it in the right place in your 
Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Has it ever happened to you, that people were friendly with you at first, but later
 told lies about you? How did that make you feel? 
• Do you think that Paul and Silas ever felt discouraged? (I do think they did, but they 
 never allowed it to prevent them from spreading the Gospel.) 

Life Lesson

Even in difficult circumstances when we experience opposition and people gossip about 
us, we should not lose our focus. Jesus must still be our life and our focus. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we want to thank You for the difficulties we encounter. Thank you that You 
consider us worthy to suffer for You. We believe that suffering and difficulties will 
strengthen our faith.

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Jason and his friends had to pay a sum of money or a fine to be released by the soldiers. 
We eat chocolate coins to remind us of this. 
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Creative activity

In almost every city Paul and Silas were arrested by Roman soldiers or chased away. 
Today we will be making a Roman shield. Every child receives a piece of paper or 
cardboard with a Roman shield printed on it. Cut out and colour the shield. The teacher 
may paste a piece of paper on the back of the shield to use as a handle. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 17: 3 

“…explaining and proving that the Christ had to suffer and rise from the dead. ‘This Jesus 
I am proclaiming to you is the Christ,’ he said.” 

Just for fun!

Paul and Silas were two of the first missionaries who spread the gospel of Jesus. Today we 
will play a game with the name: “All the missionaries walk.” It is similar to “Simon says…” 
The teacher gives two commands:
All the missionaries walk like this (make a walking movement with your arms). 
All the birds fly like this (make a flying movement with your arms).
When the teacher says all the missionaries walk like this… and makes arm movements 
(e.g. fast, slow, tired, exaggerated etc.), the children must copy her, but when she says all 
the birds fly like this (with flying movements that are high, low, slow or fast) the children 
should not imitate her.  The teacher can also try to confuse them by saying birds, but 
making walking movements. The children should only imitate what the missionaries do! 
Continue until there is a winner.
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Paul in Athens

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 17: 16 - 34

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Heart-shaped sweets
Sponge
Paint
A4 paper for each child

Lesson Content

Paul and the believers who escorted him arrived in Athens. Paul sent the believers back 
to Berea with the message that Silas and Timothy should join him in Athens as soon as 
possible. Athens was the centre of the Greek world and was a beautiful city with beauti-
ful architecture. While Paul was waiting for them in Athens, he decided to look around in 
the city. He was shocked to see how many temples and idols there were in Athens! Athens 
was known in the ancient world as the city which contained the most idols. Paul was very 
distressed when he saw this and decided to do something about it. He went, as was his 
custom, to the synagogue. He reasoned with them in the synagogue and proclaimed that:
God did not need temples or sacrifices,
God created man to have a relationship with Him,
He begged the people to turn from their sinful ways.
 
 After his visit to the synagogue, Paul started to speak with people in the market-place 
about Jesus. The market place was also the place where the Greek philosophers spoke to 
people who wanted to listen to their theories.

A group of philosophers began to argue with Paul when they heard what he had to say 
about Jesus. Some of them considered his teachings as vain babblings, but others were 
interested to know more. Maybe this man was talking about a new religion that they knew 
nothing about and they would love to philosophise about that! 

The group who wanted to hear more (the philosophers) arranged with Paul to come to a 
meeting of the Areopagus. Here Paul could speak to a large group of people, removed 
from the hustle and bustle of the marketplace. The Areopagus was a well-known place 
close to the Acropolis where the council of Athens met regularly. The Areopagus was 
situated on a hill with a beautiful view of the whole city, but also of all the idols! People 
could deliver public speeches at the Areopagus. Paul was eager to speak with the people 
here. He started by saying that he could see that the people of Athens were very religious, 
because there were so many idols on display throughout the city. He said that he even saw 
an altar with the inscription “To an unknown god.” The people of Athens were afraid that 
they would neglect to worship one of the gods who could bless them or that a god would 
punish them because they forgot to worship him. Therefore they erected an altar to this 
unknown god. Paul was clever! “People, I want to tell you about the God whom you 
worship, without knowing anything about Him!” It was very clever of Paul to use something 
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that was familiar to the Greeks as an example. Now everybody could relate to what he was 
talking about. 

Paul told them that this God was the ruler of the universe, that He does not live in a 
temple and that He was too big and mighty to have an image made of Him. Paul told them 
that there will come a day when this God will judge the earth and that the people of 
Athens will not be able to plead ignorance of “the unknown god” anymore. Paul told them 
that God appointed Jesus, who died but rose again, as judge. 

When the crowd heard that someone who died was resurrected, they sneered and 
ridiculed Paul. Others, however, started to doubt their own beliefs and wanted to hear him 
again. Paul was tired of trying to convince people who did not want to be convinced and 
decided to leave Athens. A small group of people did come to faith in Jesus and joined 
Paul. After Paul left Athens, he went to Corinth.

Questions for clever little ears

• What distressed Paul in Athens? 
• What did he decide to do?
• What clever idea did Paul use when he spoke to the Athenians?  
• What did the crowd think of Paul’s sermon? (Some believed in Jesus, but others
 laughed at him.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul in Athens.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Which idols do we worship today? (Sport, money, possessions, etc.)
• Do you think that there are still people for whom Jesus is the “unknown god”?  (Of 
 course, everybody who has never heard about Jesus, but also everybody who has 
 not accepted Him as Saviour. He is unknown to you, if you do not have a 
 relationship with Him.) 

Life Lesson

Jesus is not an “unknown god” to us. We have a relationship with Him.

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, there are people who do not know You, or do not want to know You. We ask 
You to do miracles in their lives. We can tell them of You, but only You can soften their 
hearts to receive Your word. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Paul was in Athens. People all over the world bring gifts for their gods. We know that we 
cannot bring sacrifices to God. He wants our hearts. We will eat heart-shaped sweets to 
remind us that our hearts belong to God. 
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Creative activity

Today we will make footprints. Paul travelled all over the world to proclaim the gospel. He 
travelled on foot to most of the places. Press your foot onto a sponge filled with paint and 
tread on the paper. Can you imagine how far Paul walked on all his journeys?! 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 17: 23

“For as I walked round and looked carefully at your objects of worship, I even found an 
altar with this inscription: TO AN UNKNOWN GOD. Now what you worship as something 
unknown I am going to proclaim to you.”

Just for fun!

In this game you test the children’s knowledge about animals. Paul was amazed to see 
how many gods there were. There are also a big variety of animals. The children sit in a 
circle and the teacher stands in the middle. There are three types of movement:
Flap as a bird
Jump like a buck 
Twisting movements with your hands like a fish that swims

The leader stands in front of a child, makes one of the movements and says: His name 
is…  The child must give an answer as quickly as possible. The child may not repeat the 
answer of one of the children who had a turn before him. If the child hesitates and takes 
too long or answers incorrectly, he is out. 
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Paul in Corinth

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 18: 1 - 18

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Vampire teeth or any other Halloween sweets
Coloured paper cut into ribbons
Stapler or glue to fasten paper chains
Music

Lesson Content

Corinth was a big trade city with a mixed population. Corinth also had a harbour and as is 
often the case with harbour cities, Corinth also experienced extensive moral decay. The 
temple of Aphrodite, the idol of love and war, was situated on a hill overlooking the entire 
city. Once again hard work was awaiting Paul in this city.  

For the first time on his missionary journeys Paul was quite successful in his ministry and 
Corinth was therefore also the place where he stayed longer than just a couple of weeks 
(He stayed 18 months.) and made some new friends. 

In Corinth Paul met a Jew named Aquila. Aquila and his wife Priscilla fled from Italy to 
Corinth (Greece) because Caesar ordered all Jews to be expelled from Rome. Paul stayed 
with them and because they were all tentmakers, they worked together to earn a living. 
(This is where we get the term “tentmaker-minister” from. It is used of people who 
proclaim the gospel, but also hold another occupation to provide a living for themselves.) 
Paul tried to support himself as far as possible not to burden the churches with his 
upkeep. Paul faithfully went to the synagogue every Sabbath and reasoned with the Jews 
and Greeks. Some of them were converted. 

In the meantime Silas and Timothy also arrived in Corinth. They found Paul preaching 
in the synagogue. Most of the Jews did not want to believe his message about Jesus, 
the Messiah. They opposed Paul and became abusive. Paul stood up and shook out his 
clothes in front of everybody. He wanted to illustrate that he has now finished with them, 
and that they have had their chance to hear the gospel and come to faith. Paul continued:

“It is a pity that the Jews do not want to believe my message. But I have now finished with 
you. From now on I will preach to the non-Jews.” Paul could no longer be held responsible 
for the unbelief of the Jews. He left the synagogue and continued his ministry in the house 
of Justus, right next to the synagogue. Justus was a non-Jew who converted to the Jewish 
faith. This was a clever decision of Paul. Because the house was next door to the 
synagogue, he still had a good chance of reaching all the god-fearing people.

The ruler of the synagogue was a man called Crispus. Amazingly he came to faith in Jesus. 
He and his whole household believed the message of the Lord Jesus. Many other people 
also came to faith and were baptized. The conversion of such a prominent Jew would 
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surely upset the Jews! One night the Lord appeared to Paul in a vision to comfort him and 
quiet his fears. His message to Paul was clear. “Do not be afraid of the people, continue to 
tell people about Me. I am with you. No one will harm you or throw you in jail.” After this 
wonderful message, Paul stayed in Corinth for one year and six months.  He used every 
opportunity to tell people about God. He also taught people how to live as Christians. 

During that time a new Roman governor (named Gallio) was appointed in Achaia. Corinth 
was the capital of Achaia. The Jews who did not believe in Jesus, accused Paul and 
brought him to court. They thought that this was their chance to get rid of Paul. The 
governor was also the head judge. They told the governor that Paul taught people that they 
do not have to keep the law of Moses. Paul wanted to reply, but before he could the gover-
nor said to the Jews, “Do I have to listen to this! Solve your own religious differences and 
complaints. I do not want to be concerned with this man’s teachings and listen to his be-
liefs. He is not a criminal!” And with that Gallio dismissed them and ejected them from the 
court. The Jews must have felt quite embarrassed! After these events Paul decided to visit 
a few of the churches. He said goodbye to the believers and sailed for Syria. His friends, 
Priscilla and Aquila went with him. Eventually the three of them arrived in Ephesus. Ephe-
sus was one of the most important cities of the Greek world. Paul visited the synagogue 
to speak to the Jews about Jesus. Even though the people begged him to stay longer, he 
decided to go to Caesarea. Priscilla and Aquila, however, remained in Ephesus. During this 
time, Paul also decided to cut off his hair to fulfil a vow that he had taken earlier. 

Paul continued his journey and encouraged the believers wherever he went.  

Questions for clever little ears

• What was Paul’s occupation? (He was a tentmaker.) 
• In which way did Paul illustrate to the Jews that he had finished with them?  (He
 shook out his clothes.)
• What did the new governor in Corinth say to the Jews about their complaints
 against Paul? (He told them that they wasted his time.) 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul in Corinth.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think it is the responsibility of the government to support the church? (What 
 a difficult question! I do not think so, but no matter what you think, every Christian 
  should know that it is not the responsibility of the government to instil faith in your 
 child. What will you do if the government abolish the Easter holidays? Will you still  
 celebrate Easter?)

Life Lesson

Do not be afraid of what people can do to you, trust the Lord. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, Paul is such a wonderful example of how we should boldly proclaim the Word 
of God. Thank you for giving us such an example! 

Amen 
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Munchie fun!

Vampire teeth or any other Halloween sweets. We do not have to be afraid of anything! 

Creative activity

We are going to make paper chains. God promised Paul that the soldiers will not arrest 
him in Corinth. These chains may look strong, but they are only made of paper.  

Bible verse of the week

Acts 18: 9 - 10 

“One night the Lord spoke to Paul in a vision: “Do not be afraid; keep on speaking, do not 
be silent. For I am with you, and no one is going to attack and harm you, because I have 
many people in this city.”

Just for fun!

Divide the children into two groups. One group stands in a straight line with one hand on 
their hip. The first child stands with his right hand on his hip, the next one with his left 
hand etc. The second group must have one more child than the first group. Play music and 
when the music stops the children of the second group must find a child in the first group 
and take his/her arm. The child who could not find a partner, as well as the last child in 
the row of Group one, sit out the next round. Continue until there is a winner. 
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20Paul’s third Missionary Journey 

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 18: 23 – Acts 19: 12

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Anything sweet
Paint brushes
Glue to paint with
Yellow, orange and red powder paint 
A4 paper or cardboard

Lesson Content

After Paul left Ephesus, a Christian with the name Apollos arrived there. He was a Jew, 
born in the Greek city of Alexandria, where there was a university even in those days. 
Alexandria was the biggest city of the ancient world next to Rome and an important 
cultural centre.  Apollos was well-spoken, learned and a good orator. He had a thorough 
knowledge of the Old Testament, but his knowledge of Jesus was quite limited. Even 
though Apollos’s knowledge about Jesus was limited, he tried his best to proclaim the 
message of the gospel. He could argue logically and employed this ability to present the 
message of the gospel. He even preached in the synagogue. Here in the synagogue Paul’s 
friends, Priscilla and Aquila met him. They realized that Apollos did not fully understand 
everything regarding the gospel and invited him into their home and explained the gospel 
to him thoroughly. Just as they have learned it from Paul. 

Apollos then decided to go to the Roman province of Achaia (where Corinth was situated). 
The believers in Ephesus supported his decision and gave him a letter to introduce him to 
the believers in Achaia and ask them to assist Apollos and to provide him with a place to 
stay. The Christians in Achaia were excited to receive Apollos. They could see that he was 
a dedicated Christian and he was a great help to the believers there. 

Paul’s third missionary journey, which would last for 4 years, has begun! He decided to 
visit the existing Christian churches, which were established on his second missionary 
journey. After Paul visited a few cities, he arrived back in Ephesus. Ephesus was the 
capital of the province Asia and was known for its heavy traffic on sea and land. Who 
could have known that he would stay here for almost three years! Here he met some 
believers and asked them whether they have experienced the power of the Holy Spirit in 
their lives when they believed.  (Some of these believers were people who believed as 
Apollos did, without a complete knowledge of the gospel.) “What are you talking about?” 
they answered him. “What baptism did you receive, if you do not even know who the Holy 
Spirit is?” Paul asked. “We received John’s baptism,” they replied. John’s baptism was a 
baptism of repentance and people received it as a sign that they repented of their sins, 
and not as a sign of their new life in Christ. Paul then proceeded to explain to them that 
John preached about the One who was still to come, and that Jesus is the One who came, 
and that if you believed in the Lord Jesus, you have to be baptised in His name. On 
hearing this, the believers were eager to be baptised and Paul baptised them. 
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When Paul placed his hands on them and prayed for them, the great power of the Holy 
Spirit began to work in their lives and they spoke in tongues. But the most important thing 
of all was that they could now boldly proclaim the gospel of Jesus. 

Paul then went to the synagogue in Ephesus and regularly preached there for the next 
three months. Some of the people refused to believe and insulted Jesus and ridiculed the 
way of salvation. “I will not argue with you in the synagogue anymore,” Paul said and left 
them. Then Paul gained access to an old school building from a man named Tyrannus. 
From then on he met daily with the believers at the school building and taught them about 
Jesus. Paul continued to teach here for two years so that all the people in the province 
Asia heard about the Lord Jesus. God enabled Paul to perform great miracles, the sick 
were healed and people were delivered from evil spirits. 

Questions for clever little ears

• In whose name are we baptised today? (In the name of God the Father, God the
 Son and God the Holy Spirit.)
• Who was the predecessor of Jesus with regards to the baptism of people? (John the
 Baptist)
• When Paul could no longer preach in the synagogue, where did he continue his
 teachings? (In an old school building of a man named Tyrannus.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul’s third missionary journey.” Paste it in the right place in 
your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think it is important for a minister or pastor to preach in a church building?
 (No, it is important that the gospel must be proclaimed, not where it is proclaimed.)  
• Does the atmosphere in a church building feel holy sometimes? Why? Should it feel  
 this way? 
 

Life Lesson

You are the temple of God, not the church building. A building cannot be more or less 
holy than another place. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, thank you for friends, thank you for good advice, thank you that we know that 
it is no longer necessary for us to go to a temple to hear Your voice, You are always with 
us. 

Amen 
 
Munchie fun!

During his third missionary journey, Paul had a very peaceful time in Ephesus. He could 
proclaim the gospel for two years in peace. During this time he did not have many “sour” 
experiences. Today we eat something sweet to remind us that there are also peaceful, 
“sweet” times in our lives.  
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Creative activity

Today we will make flames. When the Holy Spirit was poured out the first time, it was as if 
there were flames of fire above each person’s head.  In this week’s story Paul also asked 
people if they were filled with the Holy Spirit. Remember, when people are filled with the 
Holy Spirit, there is not always an outward sign of flames of fire as there was the first time. 
Paint flames on your paper with the glue. Sprinkle small amounts of yellow, red and 
orange powder paint on the glue. See how the different colours of paint run into each 
other to create different coloured flames. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 19: 4 

“Paul said, ‘John’s baptism was a baptism of repentance. He told the people to believe in 
the one coming after him, that is, in Jesus.’”

Just for fun!

The leader of the group stands in front. The children form a line behind the leader. The 
leader makes funny movements which the other children must copy. If the leader jumps 
like a frog, the other children must do the same, if the leader flies like a bird, they must 
do the same. If the leader suddenly turns around, the other children must run away. The 
one who is caught, is the next leader.
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The Riot in Ephesus

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 19: 21 - 40

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Silver EDIBLE glitter
Marie biscuits
Work sheet of a church window
Crayons
Yellow food colouring 

Lesson Content

One day Paul decided that it was time for him to leave Ephesus. He wanted to go to 
Jerusalem and wanted to pass through Macedonia and Achaia on his way there. Paul also 
expressed the wish to visit Rome. Rome was the most influential and powerful city in 
those days. In the meantime, Paul sent Timothy and Erastus, two of his co-workers ahead 
of him to Macedonia. Before his departure there was one more crisis that he had to face. 
After one of his final sermons a riot broke out in Ephesus. A man named Demetrius 
started the riot.  

Demetrius was a silversmith and a clever businessman who provided employment to a lot 
of people. He made silver shrines of the goddess Artemis which were sold to tourists and 
the people of the city. Artemis was the goddess of fertility and the main god of 
Ephesus. This business provided excellent profits for many people. Demetrius realised 
that the strange message Paul was proclaiming could lead to a loss of business. Because 
of Paul’s preaching people started to realise that gods made by human hands were not 
truly gods and did not have life. Paul preached that there was only one true God.

Demetrius realised that the tourists will lose respect for the goddess Artemis and less 
people will buy his silver idols. The goddess’s name will be slandered. And what’s even 
worse, less people will visit Artemis’s temple! This will result in a further loss of income. 
The temple of Artemis was one of the seven wonders of the ancient world. Artemis was 
honoured and worshiped not only in the province of Asia, but throughout the known 
world. Demetrius was not concerned about whether Paul’s message was the truth or not, 
but only that the message could lead to a loss of money. He knew how to stir up a mob 
and pretended to be patriotic. 

When the workers and other people heard what Demetrius had to say, they were very 
angry. Demetrius got what he wanted! Everybody shouted slogans like: “Great is 
Artemis. Artemis is the goddess of Ephesus!” The whole city was in an uproar and the 
people rushed to the amphitheatre. This was the biggest theatre in the city and could seat 
twenty five thousand people! The crowd seized two of Paul’s co-workers, Gaius and 
Aristarchus. These men’s lives were in danger! 

21
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Both men were from Northern Greece. When Paul heard about it, he wanted to go to the 
amphitheatre to appear before the crowd, but the other disciples would not allow it. It 
probably would not have been a good idea! Paul’s life would also be in danger. 

Confusion reigned at the amphitheatre. People were shouting slogans. Some were saying 
one thing, and some something completely different. Nobody knew exactly what the riot 
was about. One of the Jewish leaders, Alexander tried to explain to the crowd that the 
riot had nothing to do with the Jews, but when the crowd realised that a Jew was trying to 
speak to them, they shouted him down. They did not want to listen to what he had to say. 
They were against the Jews and the Christians. 

Finally the city clerk, one of the city’s highest officials, managed to silence the crowd. 
“Please people, stay calm! The whole world knows that the image of Artemis fell from 
heaven and that Ephesus is the guardian thereof. Release the two men. They did not 
blaspheme our goddess and did not steal anything from her temple.” The city clerk told 
Demetrius and his men that they should lay a charge with the police if they feel so strongly 
about the matter. Then the courts could settle the matter. The city clerk reminded the 
people that the Roman authorities could charge them with starting a riot – and nobody 
wanted to face such a charge! The Roman authorities could fine a city if there was a riot or 
could even limit a city’s self-government. In this way the city clerk managed to dispel the 
crowd. 

Questions for clever little ears

• What was Demetrius’s trade?
• Why were he and his men angry with Paul? 
• Where did the Ephesians believe the image of Artemis came from? (They believed
 the image fell from heaven!)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “The riot in Ephesus.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos 
book. 

Points for Discussion

• What is an amphitheatre? (It was a gathering place for people in Roman times. 
 Dramas, speeches and sporting events were held in amphitheatres.)
• Where do people gather today if they want to stage a demonstration or protest?  
 (They gather in the streets, or march to the municipal offices or to the office of the 
  president.)
• What is a demonstration/protest march? About what do people stage 
 demonstrations today? (A gathering of people who are dissatisfied about 
 something. They usually shout slogans and ask for changes to be made.) 
• Do you think people can still incite other people today? Can you think of an 
 example? 

Life Lesson

There is only one God and we must worship Him. He is the living God of Christians. 
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, thank you for friends who believe in the same God that we do. Thank you that 
we are not persecuted when we worship You. We ask You to strengthen our church 
leaders so that we may learn more of You through their lives. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

We eat biscuits, sprinkled with silver, edible glitter. Sprinkle edible glitter on a Marie 
biscuit. The silver colour reminds us of the silversmith, Demetrius, who was angry with 
Paul. 

Creative activity

Today we will use a work sheet which looks like the windows of a church.  Use crayons 
and colour the work sheet thoroughly. Now we use the yellow food colouring to paint over 
the crayon colouring to make it look like a window. God answered Paul’s prayers even 
though he did not pray in a church. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 19: 26 

“And you see and hear how this fellow Paul has convinced and led astray large numbers of 
people here in Ephesus and in practically the whole province of Asia. He says that 
man-made gods are no gods at all.” 

Just for fun!

This was Paul’s third missionary journey and none of the journeys was easy. Divide the 
class into two groups. The two children who are in front of the two groups, each receives 
two pieces of newspaper. Step unto the first piece of newspaper, put the second piece in 
front of you and step unto it, then pick up the first piece. Continue walking like this until 
you reach the finish line. When you reach the finish line, run quickly to the start and hand 
the newspapers to the second child. The first group to finish wins! 
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22Paul in Troas 

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 20: 6 - 12

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Grapes or dates or nuts 
Work sheet of a cross
Red paint or crayons
Some small objects (see Just for fun)

Lesson Content

From Ephesus, Paul went through Macedonia and onto Greece. In Troas Paul and his 
co-workers met up with each other again. On the missionaries’ last evening in Troas, a 
Sunday evening, everybody gathered together to share stories, to worship God and to eat 
together. This is one of the few instances in the Bible where there is a specific reference 
to Christians meeting on a Sunday. Remember, for believers every day should be like a 
Sunday!  

They gathered together on the third floor of a building in the city. Paul taught the believers 
about Jesus and because he knew he was leaving the following day, he taught them 
everything he could think of. In this way, Paul continued talking until midnight. People 
were so eager to hear the Word of God that they were willing to listen through the night to 
Paul’s teaching. Luckily there were enough lamps so that people could still see each other.  
A young man called Eutychus also came to listen to Paul. He was sitting on a window sill 
next to an open window. Eutychus’s eyes became heavy and he fell asleep. Remember, 
the smoke of the lamps and the many people gathered in the room probably made the 
room hot and stuffy. Before you could count to three, he was fast asleep and fell to the 
ground from the third storey. Everybody was shocked and went down to where he lay. 
When they came to him, he was already dead. 

Paul threw himself on Eutychus and put his arms around him. “Do not be alarmed. He is 
still alive,” Paul said to the people. And lo and behold, Eutychus got up and went back to 
the meeting place with Paul. Then all the believers ate together and Paul continued his 
teaching until daybreak. At daybreak everyone, including Eutychus, went home alive and 
well! 
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Questions for clever little ears

• What was the young man’s name who fell from the window? (Eutychus)
• Why was he sleepy? (It was Paul’s last sermon before he was leaving, and he spoke
 for a very long time.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul in Troas.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Why was it so important to the early Christians to eat together? (It symbolised that
 they were together as the family (household) of God, but it also reminded them, as
 with Communion, of the body and blood of Jesus.) 

Life Lesson

With God even the impossible is possible. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we are ashamed to admit that we also feel sleepy sometimes when our 
minister/pastor preaches. We want to praise You and lift Your name on high, please 
forgive us that our thoughts often wander. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

The believers ate together on Paul’s last evening in Troas. What did people eat in Biblical 
times? Maybe dates or grapes or nuts. This will remind us that the early Christians often 
ate together. 

Creative activity

Today we will paint a cross with the words: “If Jesus was still dead today, we would not 
have any hope at all.” This was one of Paul’s main messages in almost all his sermons. 
In this story we heard that almost all the people in the province Asia knew about Jesus, 
because Paul proclaimed the gospel without ceasing. We paint the cross with red paint to 
remind us of the blood of Jesus, shed for us. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 20: 9 

“’Seated in a window was a young man named Eutychus, who was sinking into a deep 
sleep as Paul talked on and on. When he was sound asleep, he fell to the ground from the 
third storey and was picked up dead.” 
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Just for fun!

Eutychus fell from a window. Today we will play a game in which the teacher will drop 
certain objects. Drop a couple of objects and let the children listen to the sounds. Use 
items such as:

A coin, a comb, a dice, a pencil, a washing peg, a feather, etc.
 
Let the children close their eyes and guess which object the teacher dropped.
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We would not have any hope at all

if jesus was still dead today
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Paul in Jerusalem

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 21: 1 - 26

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

The teacher’s favourite delicacy
Work sheet of a figure
Scissors
Crayons
Stars to use as decoration

Lesson Content

It was difficult to say good-bye to the believers in Ephesus, but the missionaries had to 
continue on their journey. A long boat trip to Jerusalem awaited them and Paul wanted to 
be in Jerusalem for Pentecost. The ship docked in Tyre to unload its cargo and the 
missionaries decided to stay with the disciples in Tyre for seven days. A few of the 
believers in Tyre felt that the Holy Spirit laid it on their hearts to warn Paul not to travel 
to Jerusalem. What a difficult decision for Paul, but he did not want to abandon his plan! 
When the ship was ready to continue its journey, all the believers accompanied the 
missionaries to the harbour. There were men, women and children. There on the beach, 
they all knelt together and prayed with the missionaries. 

After a couple of days the ship arrived in Caesarea. Here the missionaries stayed with 
Philip. Philip was one of the first deacons of the church in Jerusalem. He was now 
spreading the good news of Jesus in Caesarea. A believer from Judea, a man called      
Agabus, was also staying at Philip’s house. Agabus had the gift to discern God’s will and 
to make it known to people. Then Agabus did a strange thing. He took Paul’s belt and tied 
his own hands and feet with it. Then he said: “The man to whom this belt belongs, will be 
bound in this way by the Jews of Jerusalem. They will then hand him over to the Romans.”

Obviously the rest of the company was quite upset. This was the second warning they 
received that Paul should not continue with his journey to Jerusalem. They pleaded in 
tears with Paul to change his plans, but they could not persuade Paul. It did not matter to 
Paul if he was thrown in prison again or if he would die for his faith. Paul probably knew 
that he would be arrested in Jerusalem, but he thought that it was God’s plan for his life! 
After a while the believers realised that they could not convince Paul to change his plans, 
and decided to keep quiet. The only thing they could do, was to pray that God’s will would 
be done in Paul’s life and that God will use Paul for His purposes. 

Some of the disciples from Caesarea accompanied the missionaries to Jerusalem. When 
they arrived in Jerusalem, they went to the house of James. James was the brother of 
Jesus and the leader of the church in Jerusalem. The other leaders of the church were 
already gathered at his house. Paul greeted everyone and then reported on what they have 
experienced on their journey. Paul told them that many people who did not belong to the 
Jewish people responded to his message. “Praise the Lord,” they all responded. They then 
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shared the good news that in Jerusalem thousands of Jews have also responded to the 
message and believed. But they still strictly adhered to the law of Moses. 

Then the leaders had to share some disturbing news with Paul. They warned him that he 
was not very popular in Jerusalem, because he taught that it was no longer necessary to 
uphold the law of Moses. He taught that people did not have to live according to the law 
or be circumcised. People were even spreading rumours that he taught Christian Jews that 
they do not have to circumcise their children. This presented the leaders with a problem. 
People would find out soon enough that Paul had arrived in Jerusalem. This might cause 
an uproar not only in the city, but also in the church. The believers in Jerusalem would 
not want their leaders to associate with someone who were spreading false doctrines 
(according to their point of view). The Jewish Christians in Jerusalem were still obeying the 
law of Moses. 

The leaders had a plan to make Paul more acceptable to the believers in Jerusalem. 
Rather than trying to convince them through words, Paul should convince the people of 
Jerusalem through his deeds. Four men made a vow to God. As a sign of their 
commitment they had to shave their heads. They had to go through purification rites at the 
temple and bring an offering. These men were poor and could not afford the offering. The 
leaders asked Paul to pay their expenses and join them in worshipping at the temple. This 
would prove to the believers in Jerusalem that Paul lived in obedience to the law. Paul 
accepted their suggestion, because he also still obeyed the basic tenets of the law of 
Moses and to preserve the unity of the church, he would do as they asked him.  

But there was another problem. Because Paul was away for such a long time, he might be 
considered unclean and would not be allowed to bring an offering. He would first have to 
go through a purification rite for seven days and be sprinkled with water at the temple on 
the third and seventh day. On the seventh day he would be considered clean. If Paul 
performed all these rituals, people would have no excuse to spread rumours about him. 

The leaders assured Paul that they still stood by the decision of the synod. The Jewish 
customs were only for the Jews. The non-Jews do not have to keep the Jewish laws. (Can 
you still remember lesson 11? They should not eat food offered to idols, drink blood or 
eat animals that were strangled and should refrain from sexual immorality.)

Paul accepted the suggestion of the leaders. The next day he went with the four men to 
the temple to dedicate themselves to God. 

Questions for clever little ears

• What did Agabus do with Paul’s belt? (He took Paul’s belt and tied his own hands
 and feet with it.)
• What was the meaning of this? (He wanted to warn Paul not to go to Jerusalem,
 because Paul would be arrested in Jerusalem.)
• What good news awaited the missionaries in Jerusalem? (Many Jews were 
 converted to the Christian faith, although they still obeyed the law of Moses.)
• What did Paul have to do to be considered pure so that he could enter the temple?
 (He had to partake in purification rites for seven days and go to the temple to be
 sprinkled with water on the third and seventh days.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul in Jerusalem.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos 
book. 
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Points for Discussion

• Can you think of some of the laws of Moses? (Circumcision, can only eat certain
 foods, sprinkling of water to be purified, do not touch unclean objects/people, all
 the different offerings, etc.)
• What laws do we have in our churches today? (A communal cup or separate cups,
 who may baptise someone, who may partake of communion, women on the pulpit,
 etc.)
• What do God think of our religious laws? 

Life Lesson

Whether you are a Jew or not, God expects of you to love Him with your whole heart and 
mind and to love your neighbour as yourself. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, thank you that we do not have to keep a whole bunch of different laws to 
be saved. You are there for us any time, any place. Thank you for people like Paul who 
spread Your message all over the world.

Amen 

Munchie fun!

The teacher can bring something she really likes to eat. Your preferences are part of your 
identity, of who you are. Do you think Christians still have preferences in their lives? 

Creative activity 

Paul had a strong Christian identity. “I am Paul, a disciple of Jesus Christ.” Paul did not 
feel inferior or ashamed of his position. Today we will make pictures of ourselves. The 
teacher can do the cutting at home, so that the children can only decorate the picture. 
Fold the paper to look like a man or woman. Decorate the inside jacket of the figure. Write 
what you’re good at, where you live, what you like or dislike, etc.

Bible verse of the week

Acts 21: 11 

Coming over to us, he took Paul’s belt, tied his own hands and feet with it and said, “The 
Holy spirit says, ‘In this way the Jews of Jerusalem will bind the owner of this belt and will 
hand him over to the Gentiles.’”

Just for fun!

Divide the class in two groups. Paul travelled far and sometimes his journeys took a long 
time. Today we will have a race which takes a long time. Each group receives a spoon and 
a feather. You must walk the whole course without letting the feather fall off the spoon. If 
the feather falls off, you must start again. When you have completed the course, you must 
give the spoon and feather to the next child. The group which finishes first, wins. 
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Paul arrested again

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 21: 27 – Acts 22: 30

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Hand-shaped jelly sweets 
Picture frames cut from cardboard
Crayons
Small items to use in decorating the frames e.g. glitter, stars, stickers

Lesson Content

Paul went with four believing men of the church in Jerusalem to the temple to worship 
there. Paul had to submit to purification rites for seven days and had to be sprinkled with 
water by the priest before he was considered clean. Then he would be allowed to bring an 
offering. When the seven days were almost at an end, some Greek-speaking Jews from the 
province of Asia came to the temple and saw Paul there. They almost had a heart 
attack when they saw him there and shouted: “Arrest this man! He slanders our temple 
and the law of Moses. He brings heathens into our temple and speaks against our people, 
the Jews!” Of course, these accusations were not true at all! Heathens were only allowed 
in the outer court of the temple. Heathens who entered the inner temple area were 
condemned to death. Paul would never risk the lives of his friends in such a way! 

The crowd was easily incited against Paul and seized him. The news of Paul’s arrest spread 
like wildfire through the city. From everywhere people rushed to the temple to see if the 
rumours were true. The crowd dragged Paul from the temple and immediately the priests 
shut the temple doors. They did not want a riot in the temple area. If Paul was killed by the 
crowd, it was not their problem. 

The people started to assault Paul. A Roman soldier who saw what was happening, quickly 
informed his commander that the whole city was in an uproar. The Roman garrison was on 
high alert during the Jewish festivals in order to intervene quickly when unrest broke out. 
The commander took some officers and rushed to the temple. When the people saw the 
soldiers, they stopped beating Paul. The Romans suppressed any riots and public unrest 
severely. The soldiers bound Paul with two chains, but the commander could not find out 
what the accusation was, because some in the crowd shouted one thing and some 
another. “Take the prisoner to the barracks,” he commanded the soldiers. The crowd was 
so violent, that Paul had to be carried away by the soldiers. The crowd followed them and 
shouted that Paul must be killed. 

At the barracks, the commander was amazed to hear Paul speaking in Greek to him. The 
fact that Paul could speak Greek implied that he was an educated person and not one of 
the riff-raff of the city. Initially the commander thought that Paul was an Egyptian who 
started a revolt in the city a while ago. Paul asked permission to speak to the people. The 
commander granted him permission which shows that he was a wise and sympathetic 
man. When Paul started to speak in Aramaic , the crowd became very quiet. 
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Paul told them that he was born in Tarsus, but was brought up in Jerusalem and were 
thoroughly trained under one of the most highly regarded rabbi’s, namely Gamaliel. 
Gamaliel was known as an expert on the religious laws. Paul confessed that he was 
zealous for God since his early days and obeyed the law of Moses stringently. Then Paul 
told them that he was on his way to Damascus to persecute the church when he 
encountered Jesus. 

Paul told them that Ananias, a law-abiding Jew, told him that God chose him to be part 
of God’s salvation plan for the world. Paul explained that he returned to Jerusalem and 
would have been happy to stay there, because he knew the people and places. But God 
had other plans. God appeared to him while he was praying in the temple and told him to 
go away from Jerusalem and to spread the message of Jesus among the non-Jews. 

Up to now, the crowd listened attentively to Paul. But they were only listening to find 
something to accuse him of. What was he saying now?! He was claiming that people could 
come to God without first becoming a Jew! This would mean that the Jews were no 
longer the chosen people of God! When the crowd heard this, they shouted: “Kill this 
man!” The crowd was so angry, that some of them were already taking off their cloaks in 
order to stone Paul. Others threw dust into the air as their practice was when someone 
blasphemed. The commander realised things were getting out of hand and ordered Paul to 
be taken into the barracks. He ordered Paul to be flogged and questioned to find out why 
the crowd was so angry with him. Could people be so angry with this man only because of 
what he preached?! 

As the soldiers were preparing to flog Paul, he asked the captain standing there “Aren’t 
you afraid to flog a Roman citizen who did not have a proper trial?” When the captain 
heard this, he was scared to death. He told the commander that Paul was a Roman citizen. 
The commander went to enquire of Paul and said “I paid a big price for my citizenship.” To 
sell citizenship to deserving people was a good source of income for the Roman 
government.  “But I was born a citizen,” Paul replied. This indicated to the commander 
that Paul was an important citizen. Citizenship of the Roman Empire granted a person 
many privileges and was therefore worth a lot. Immediately they unbound Paul, but kept 
him in prison. The Roman commander was fearful, because he imprisoned a Roman 
citizen and almost flogged him without a trial. A Roman citizen may not even be bound 
without a trial! 

Questions for clever little ears

• Where was Paul seized? (In the temple)
• What did the crowd do? (They started to beat Paul and wanted to kill him.)
• In this story, Paul spoke two different languages. Which languages did he speak?
• Under which well-known rabbi did Paul study? (Gamaliel)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul arrested again.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos 
book. 

Points for Discussion

• Paul knew he was in trouble all the time because of what he did. Yet he continued.
 Why? What did he do? Why did he do it? What benefit did he receive because of it?
 Do you think it is worth it to be beaten and humiliated like Paul was?  

Life Lesson

Paul was fearless in proclaiming the gospel. He knew trouble awaited him in Jerusalem, 
yet he did not hesitate to go to Jerusalem to proclaim the gospel of Jesus.  
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, thank you that we have protection as Christians in our country. Thank you that 
we have religious freedom in our country and that we may worship You openly. We ask 
you to protect the Christians who are persecuted in countries such as Afghanistan, Syria 
and Northern Korea. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

We eat hand-shaped jelly sweets. This will remind us that Paul was beaten severely by the 
crowd and was almost flogged by the Roman soldiers. 

Creative activity

Today we are going to make a picture frame. Christians all over the world were Paul’s 
family. Luckily we have a family in Christ as well as a family at home. The teacher may cut 
a frame from cardboard for each child beforehand. We will decorate the frames. At home 
you can ask your Mom for a beautiful picture to put in the frame.

Bible verse of the week

Acts 21: 33
 
“The commander came up and arrested him and ordered him to be bound with two 
chains. Then he asked who he was and what he had done.” 

Just for fun!

Poor Paul was arrested in almost every city he visited. Today we will play a game of catch. 
The name of the game is “Oranges and lemons”: 

Oranges and lemons 
Say the bells of St Clement’s.
You owe me five farthings
Say the bells of St Martin’s.
 When will you pay me?
Say the bells of Old Bailey.
When I grow rich
Say the bells of Shoreditch.
When will that be?
Say the bells of Stepney.
I do not know,
Says the great bell of Bow.
Here comes a candle to light you to bed.
And here comes a chopper to chop off your head.

Two children form an arch. The other children form a line and put their hands on the 
shoulders of the child in front of them. They walk through the arch while chanting the 
rhyme. When they say, “Chop, chop…” the children who form the arch catch the child who 
is walking through the arch at that moment. This child is out. Continue until only one child 
remains. He/she wins. 
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Paul before the Jewish Council

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 23: 1 - 35

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Lumps of sugar or sugar crystals 
Work sheet of a human figure (The teacher may cut it out beforehand.) 
Crayons
Glue
Wool to use as hair for the human figure
Two long ropes
Two small circular cardboards with a small hole in the middle

Lesson Content

Paul was in prison in Jerusalem and the commander summoned the whole Jewish Council 
to find out what the accusation against Paul was. He brought Paul before the Jewish 
Council. Paul did not try to sweet-talk the Jewish Council. It was as if he already realised 
that he would not be released. Paul was fearless, he started his speech by saying that he 
has never wilfully disobeyed God. The high priest, Ananias, was annoyed by Paul’s remark 
and ordered one of his helpers to strike Paul on the mouth. Paul was outraged, but 
immediately apologised when someone told him that he spoke rudely to the high priest. 
Remember, Paul was trained as a Pharisee and new the laws of Moses really well. 
Ananias was known as a disrespectful, avaricious and moody person, and did not behave 
in a manner befitting a high priest. But Paul still treated him with respect. After this 
incident Paul decided to change his strategy. He knew the Jewish council consisted of high 
priests, elders and scribes and these people belonged to one of the two Jewish religious 
parties, the Pharisees and Sadducees. The Sadducees did not believe in life after death, 
while the Pharisees believed in a bodily resurrection after death. Paul declared that he was 
a Pharisee and that he believed in the resurrection of the dead. As soon as Paul uttered 
these words, a vigorous argument broke out. The meeting erupted in chaos. A few of the 
Pharisees were shouting, “This man is innocent. He saw an angel on his way to 
Damascus.” The Sadducees did not believe in the existence of angels either and started to 
argue with the Pharisees. The commander feared for Paul’s life and commanded his 
soldiers to take Paul back to the barracks. 

That night the Lord appeared to Paul in prison to encourage him. The Lord told Paul that 
he will be a witness for Jesus in Rome also. The following day a group of about forty 
fanatical Jewish men decided to murder Paul. They acted much like some terrorists do 
today! They felt so strongly about the matter that they swore an oath to God that they will 
not eat or drink anything until Paul was dead. With their murderous plan in mind, they 
went to the Jewish Council and advised them to ask the Romans to allow Paul to appear 
before the Jewish Council again. “Leave the rest to us. We’ll ensure that he never reaches 
the council-chamber.” They felt so strongly about the matter that they were willing to die 
for it. 
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Paul’s nephew heard of the plot to kill Paul and went to the barracks and told Paul of the 
plan. Even though he was only a child, he helped to save Paul’s life. Paul arranged for the 
young man to tell the commander of the plot. “You can go home now, and please keep 
quiet about the matter,” the commander told the young man. The commander quickly 
made a plan and called two captains. “Assemble 200 soldiers, 70 horsemen and 100 
spearmen. Tonight at 9 o’ clock I want you to escort the prisoner, Paul, in secrecy to 
Caesarea. You must take the prisoner to Felix.” Because Paul was a Roman citizen, he was 
treated with dignity and the Romans protected him against the Jews. It was quite a 
number of soldiers to protect just one man! Under cover of darkness Paul would have a 
better chance of reaching Caesarea safely.

The commander, Claudius Lysias, wrote a letter which the soldiers had to carry with them 
to the governor, Felix. In the letter Claudius wrote that Paul was imprisoned because of 
religious differences among the Jews. He did nothing worthy of death, but that he had to 
be removed from Jerusalem for his own safety. He wrote that he would inform the Jewish 
leaders that Paul’s hearing will now take place in Caesarea. 

When they arrived in Caesarea the governor, Felix, read the letter and commanded the 
soldiers to imprison Paul in Herod’s palace. Paul would remain there until his accusers 
arrived from Jerusalem for the hearing. Poor Paul would be imprisoned there for almost 
two years.

Questions for clever little ears

• What differences were there between the beliefs of the Pharisees and the 
 Sadducees? (The Sadducees did not believe in life after death or in the existence of 
 angels.) 
• What did the Jewish Council plot against Paul? (They wanted to kill him.)
• What was the commander’s plan? (Paul was taken at night to Caesarea in secrecy.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul before the Jewish council.” Paste it in the right place in 
your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• How did Paul disrupt the meeting of the Jewish Council? (He turned the Sadducees
 and Pharisees against each other.)
• Do you think there are times when it is better or more appropriate to talk about
 Jesus? Why? (Paul used EVERY opportunity he had to testify.)   

Life Lesson

God has a plan for our lives. Just as He protected Paul when his life was in danger, God 
will protect us. Exactly what His plan for each of us is, often remains a riddle. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we give ourselves to You. Do Your will in our lives. Fashion us into Your 
likeness. We often have our own plans, help us to live according to Your plan.  

Amen 
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Munchie fun!

Which food would you miss the most if you were in prison? What do people eat in prison? 
Do you think they ever eat sweets? Today each of us will receive a lump of sugar to 
remind us of how privileged we are to eat a lot of sweet things in our homes. We think of 
people who are in prison even though they are innocent. In prison they probably never eat 
something sweet. 

Creative activity

Today we will decorate a figure with his hands in the air. At the bottom of the figure the 
following words are written: I vote for Jesus! Paul was never ashamed to show in whom he 
believed, even when he was in mortal danger. The teacher can cut out the figures 
beforehand and the children can decorate it.  

Bible verse of the week

Acts 23: 11
 
“The following night the Lord stood near Paul and said, ‘Take courage! As you have 
testified about me in Jerusalem, so you must also testify in Rome.’” 

Just for fun!

Paul was long-winded. He persevered and was not easily discouraged. Today we will find 
out who among us are long-winded. For this game two ropes of about 3m are needed. The 
end of each rope is pulled through a hole in a piece of circular cardboard (+- 7cm in 
diameter). The hole must be big enough to enable the circle to move freely. Four children 
take up the ends of the ropes and pull the ropes until they are taut. Two children stand at 
the circular cardboard. They must try to blow the circle from the one end of the rope to 
the other end as quickly as possible. Continue until every child has had a chance.
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fold

fold

fold

i vote jesus
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Paul’s trial before Felix

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 24: 1 - Acts 25: 12

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Chocolate coins
Shapes of snails, cut by the teacher
Glue
A4 paper
Crayons
Pieces of string
Small bean bags x 2

Lesson Content

Paul was imprisoned in Herod’s palace in Caesarea. He had to wait for his accusers to 
arrive from Jerusalem. After five days the high priest, Ananias, together with a couple 
of religious leaders and their lawyer, Tertullus, arrived from Jerusalem. Now Paul’s case 
could be brought before Felix. Their plans to kill Paul came to naught, but they still wanted 
Paul dead! 
 Tertullus, the accusers’ lawyer, started his discourse immediately. Even though Felix was 
a cruel man, he flattered Felix by commenting on his good government. Tertullus was a 
good orator. He accused Paul of 
• being a ring-leader of the Nazarene sect and 
• that he disturbed the peace among the Jews all over the world. He was a traitor. He 
was dangerous, a trouble-maker and stirred up riots everywhere. But worst of all,
•  Paul tried to desecrate the temple, but luckily they caught him just in time! 
Tertullus and the Jewish leaders hoped that these accusations would be serious enough 
that Felix would be convinced that Paul should be executed for the sake of peace and 
order in Palestine. 

Then it was Paul’s turn to defend himself. He told Felix that he returned from abroad only 
twelve days ago. How can anyone stir up trouble in such a short time? He wanted to 
worship God. He did not argue with anyone in the temple or stir up a crowd anywhere. The 
truth was that he was a member of a movement that the Jewish leaders called a sect.  He 
believed in the resurrection of the dead and was a follower of the Nazarene – Jesus Christ. 
Paul could refute every accusation. He even proclaimed the gospel while defending 
himself. Paul’s defence showed how ridiculous the accusations against him were.  

After Felix heard Paul’s defence he decided to postpone the case. He has been the 
governor for 6 years and were well acquainted with Christianity. He knew Christians were 
peace-loving and will not stir up trouble. The eye-witnesses, the Jews from Asia, were not 
even there to state their case. Felix knew more about Christianity than he wanted to admit 
to the Jewish Council. Felix did not want to aggravate the Jews and decided to postpone 
the case until the commander, Claudius Lysias, who wrote the letter, arrived to testify in 
the case. Paul was imprisoned again, but with more privileges than regular prisoners and 
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his friends could visit him. 

After a few days, Felix and his Jewish wife, Drusilla, sent for Paul. They wanted to hear 
what he had to say about Jesus Christ. Paul spoke about obedience to God, the coming 
judgement and self-control. Paul’s words frightened Felix and Drusilla and they sent Paul 
back to prison. Drusilla was Felix’s third wife and he enticed her away from her husband! 
It is never easy to listen to a message that condemns your own behaviour!  Felix probably 
hoped that Paul would pay him a bribe for his release and often sent for him. By now two 
years have passed and Felix was succeeded by Porcius Festus. Poor Paul was left in prison 
in Caesarea as a favour to the Jews. 

Festus went to Jerusalem on business and there the high priest and other religious 
leaders appeared before him and presented the charges against Paul. The Jews asked 
Festus to transfer Paul to Jerusalem for his trial. Once again they were plotting to kill Paul 
on his way to Jerusalem. “No, Paul must remain where he is,” Festus answered. He told 
them to send some of their leaders to Caesarea to present their case against Paul. 

A few days later Festus travelled to Caesarea. Paul’s trial would now begin. The Jews who 
came from Jerusalem accused Paul of serious offenses but could prove none of their 
accusations. Then Paul had the opportunity to defend himself. Paul insisted that he did 
nothing wrong against the law or against the temple or against Caesar. Festus, the two-
faced jackal, wanted to do the Jews a favour and asked Paul whether he did not rather 
want to stand trial in Jerusalem. Paul was annoyed. Enough of this! How long will Festus 
be able to withstand the pressure of the Jews? “I appeal to Caesar! He must hear my 
case,” Paul answered. This would mean that Paul’s case would be heard in the highest 
court of the Roman Empire. After Festus consulted with his advisers he decided that Paul’s 
case must be tried before Caesar. This would enable him to stay on friendly terms with the 
Jews. Paul’s appeal was successful! 

Questions for clever little ears

• What was the Nazarene sect? (This is the name the Jews called the people who 
 believed in Jesus of Nazareth.)  
• Was Paul in prison for a long time? (Yes, from the details of this story we know that   
 he was in prison for at least two years.) 
• Why did the Jewish leaders want Paul to be tried in Jerusalem? (They were planning  
 to kill him on the road to Jerusalem.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul’s trial before Felix.” Paste it in the right place in your 
Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think it was a clever plan of Paul to appeal to Caesar? 

Life Lesson

Paul was not impressed by emperors, high priests, governors or other important people. 
His message remained the same – Jesus is the Light of the world. 
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Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, thank you for Your protection, and giving us the strength to proclaim Your 
Name. Thank you that we know that we do not have to go away to be Your witnesses, but 
that we can do it every day at school as well.
 
Amen 

Munchie fun!

Governor Felix was quietly hoping that Paul would try to bribe him for his release. But Paul 
never bribed him. Today we eat chocolate coins to remind us that bribery is wrong. Even if 
you are in dire circumstances, it is better to persevere than to try and buy your way out of 
difficult circumstances. 

Creative activity

Paul was imprisoned for a long time. The time in prison probably passed as slowly as a 
snail for Paul. Paste the shape of a snail on your piece of paper. The teacher can draw a 
spiral with glue on the snail’s shell. The children can then paste the pieces of string on the 
spiral. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 24: 14 

“However, I admit that I worship the God of our fathers as a follower of the Way, which 
they call a sect. I believe everything that agrees with the Law and that is written in the 
Prophets…” 

Just for fun!

Paul was sent from prison to prison and from one commander to another. Today we will 
play a game where we are sent from pillar to post. Divide the class into two groups. The 
children form two lines. The child in front receives a small bean bag. The children must 
pass the bean bag above their heads to the child behind them. When the last child in the 
line receives the bag, he must run to the front of the line and pass the bean bag in the 
same way again. The group whose first child reaches the front again first, wins. 
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Paul still in Caesarea

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 25: 12 - Acts 26: 32
 
Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Sweets in the shape of fish
A4 paper
Black, blue and green paint
A drinking straw for each child
A couple of small objects for a memory game

Lesson Content

Last week we began the story of Paul’s trial before  Felix and thenFestus. Can you still 
remember? Paul was annoyed with his unfair trial. Enough of this! How long will Festus be 
able to withstand the pressure of the Jews before he caves in and sends Paul to Jerusalem 
to be tried? “I appeal to Caesar!” Paul answered. This would mean that Paul’s case would 
be heard in the highest court of the Roman Empire. After Festus consulted with his advis-
ers he decided that Paul’s case must be tried before Caesar.  This would enable him to 
stay on friendly terms with the Jews. Paul’s appeal was successful!

A few days later king Agrippa arrived in Caesarea to pay his respects to the new governor, 
Festus. Festus told Agrippa of the interesting case of one of the prisoners, Paul, a Roman 
citizen who appealed to Caesar. And to think that the case concerned only some religious 
differences between the Jews. Agrippa said: “He sounds like an interesting man. I would 
like to hear the man myself.” Festus then arranged a meeting for the next day.  

The following day king Agrippa and Bernice arrived with all the important people of 
Caesarea in the audience room. Festus explained the unique circumstances surrounding 
Paul’s case to them. The Jews wanted this man dead. He (Festus) could find nothing 
deserving of death in Paul. His problem was as follows:  What should he write in the letter 
to Caesar to explain the accusations against this man? King Agrippa and the other 
important people must help Festus to compile the charges against Paul. 

Paul was grateful for the opportunity to present his case before king Agrippa. Agrippa was 
familiar with the Jewish laws and customs. Paul spoke from his heart and told them of his 
faith in the resurrection, of his earlier persecution of the Christians, what happened to him 
on the road to Damascus and God’s commission to him to spread the gospel. Paul ended 
his address by saying that Jesus is the light of the world, both for the Jew and the 
non-Jew, who live in darkness. He brings salvation to all people on earth. 

Paul’s words annoyed Festus. “You are a mad man,” he shouted. Festus did not believe in 
heavenly dreams, voices or visions. Agrippa, however, was embarrassed and responded 
sarcastically, “Do you think you can persuade me to be a Christian in such a short time?” 
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After these words all the important people left the audience room. Everybody thought that 
Paul did nothing deserving of the death sentence. He did not even deserve to be kept in 
prison.  Agrippa said to Festus, “If this man did not appeal to Caesar, you could have 
released him.” 
Paul now had to prepare himself for the journey to Rome for his trial before Caesar. 

Questions for clever little ears

• What sarcastic comment did Agrippa make during Paul’s trial? (He said that Paul   
 should not think that he will persuade him to become a Christian in such a short 
 time.)
• Who came to the audience room to listen to Paul? (Agrippa, Festus, Bernice and all 
           the other important people of Caesarea.)
• In which way would Paul travel to Rome? (A long sea journey.)

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul still in Caesarea.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos 
book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think it was a clever plan of Paul to appeal to Caesar? 

Life Lesson

Paul was not impressed by emperors, high priests, governors or important people. His 
message was always the same – Jesus is the Light of the world.

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, it seems as if it was not such a clever plan of Paul to appeal to Caesar. 
Sometimes it seems as if we make foolish decisions in our lives. Please help us to trust 
You in all our decisions. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

A long and dangerous sea journey awaited Paul before he would arrive in Rome. Today we 
will eat fish-shaped sweets to remind us of his sea journey. 

Creative activity

We are going to create an underwater scene to remind us of Paul’s journey on the ship to 
Rome to appear before Caesar. Each child receives a drinking straw and paper. The 
teacher drips a few drops of blue, green and black paint on the paper and the children 
must blow the paint in different directions to create underwater plants. When your 
“underwater plants” have dried, you can draw a couple of fish in between. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 26: 14 and 15
 
“We all fell to the ground, and I heard a voice saying to me in Aramaic, ‘Saul, Saul, why 
do you persecute me? It is hard for you to kick against the goads.’ Then I asked, ‘Who are 
you, Lord?’ ‘I am Jesus, whom you are persecuting,’ the Lord replied.” 
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Just for fun!

Today we are going to play a memory game. The teacher displays a couple of small items 
on the table. The children look at it for a few minutes. The items are then taken away or 
covered with a cloth. The children write the items they can remember on a piece of paper. 
The child who remembers the most is the winner. Examples of items to use: paper clip, 
hair clip, sock, ring, pencil, etc. Paul did not have to try and remember his testimony or try 
to make up something to tell people. It was the easiest thing for him to talk about Jesus, 
because it was written on his heart. 
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Paul sails for Rome

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 27: 1 - 44 

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Jelly sweets in the shape of sea animals or marshmallow fish
4 buckets 
Water
2 cups
A4 cardboard
Paint to paint hands with
Coloured paper
Scissors
Crayons
A wash-bowl or cloth to clean hands with

Lesson Content

A centurion, named Julius, who belonged to the Imperial Regiment, would accompany 
Paul and a couple of other prisoners to Rome. Fortunately a few believers, among them 
Luke, would also travel with Paul to Rome. Everything went well until they reached Myra, 
where the travellers had to transfer to another ship to sail to Italy. The ship made slow 
headway, because of stormy weather. Eventually the strong wind forced the crew to 
change the ship’s course. Much time had been lost and the season for safe travel by boat 
was quickly drawing to an end – winter with its storms was fast approaching. Now sailing 
would be dangerous. Remember that the sailors of those days set their course by the stars 
and in cloudy, stormy weather sailing was very difficult. 

Paul realised that trouble was on the way and he warned everybody on board the ship, 
“Our ship, its cargo and our own lives will be lost if something is not done.” The owner, 
centurion and other officers consulted with each other and decided not to listen to Paul’s 
advice. The harbour was not suitable to winter in and they decided to leave for Phoenix. 
They wanted to stay the winter in Phoenix where the ship would have better shelter against 
the winds. 

The next day a gentle wind began to blow and they thought that they would reach Phoenix 
quickly. Their hope was short-lived however! A wind of hurricane force blew from Crete 
and the boat was driven along like a piece of paper. The wind blew the boat completely 
off course. All their skills were employed in vain. With great effort they were able to secure 
the lifeboat. The men hoisted it aboard. They were now close to the island Cauda. They 
passed ropes under the ship itself to hold it together. Because they were afraid that the 
ship would run aground on the sand bars, they lowered the sea anchor and allowed the 
ship to be driven along. The following day the sailors began to throw the cargo overboard 
to lighten the boat. The next day everybody helped to throw the ship’s tackle overboard. 
For days on end the storm was so heavy that they could not see the sun or the stars. It 
was only darkness all around. Everyone on board the ship gave up hope of being saved. 
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They were so discouraged and went without food for a long time!

Paul tried to encourage the people. As usual he had a great influence on the people 
around him. Before, they did not want to listen to his advice. He now told them that an 
angel appeared to him with the following message: not one of the people on board will be 
lost, but the ship will be destroyed. God wanted Paul to appear before Caesar in Rome and 
God also graciously granted the lives of all Paul’s travel companions. Paul believed that 
they would run aground on some island. 

After fourteen days, the sailors realised at about midnight that the ship was approaching 
land. We do not know for sure how they sensed this, but maybe they could hear the sound 
of waves crashing on the shore. They took soundings and found that the water level was 
decreasing. They quickly dropped the anchors and waited for daylight. Hope mingled with 
fear in their hearts. A few sailors did not want to wait and lowered the lifeboat, while pre-
tending they were going to lower some anchors. In actual fact they wanted to escape from 
the ship.  Paul realised what they were trying to do and told the centurion that 
unless everyone stayed on board, their lives will not be saved.  By now the centurion knew 
that it was a good idea to listen to Paul’s advice! So the soldiers cut the ropes that held 
the lifeboat and let it fall away. Nobody could use it now to escape. The following morning 
Paul urged everyone to eat something to strengthen them for what lay ahead. Paul took 
some bread and gave thanks to God for it in front of everyone. After the two hundred and 
seventy-six people on board of the ship have eaten, they threw the food overboard as well 
to lighten the ship.   

When daylight came, they could see the land. It did not look familiar, but they saw a bay 
with a sandy beach. They decided to run the ship aground there. They hoisted the sails, 
cut the anchors loose and untied the ropes that held the rudders. Then they made for the 
beach! But the ship struck a sandbar that the sailors did not notice. The waves pounded 
the ship so hard that the ship started to break apart. The Roman soldiers wanted to kill all 
the prisoners to prevent them from escaping. Roman law in those days determined that 
the soldiers would be killed if their prisoners escaped. The centurion, Julius, prevented 
them because he liked Paul and respected him. He did not want the soldiers to kill Paul. 
He ordered: “Those who can swim, jump overboard and swim to shore. Those who cannot, 
grab a piece of wood or plank and drift to the shore.” 
In this way everyone on board reached land in safety. 

Questions for clever little ears

• Why did the journey take longer than anticipated? (There were stormy winds.)
• Why did the soldiers want to kill the prisoners when they realised the ship was 
 sinking? (The soldiers would be killed if their prisoners escaped.)
• How did the people on board the ship reach land? (Some swam to shore and others  
 held on to pieces of wood.) 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul sails for Rome.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos 
book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think Paul prayed to God during the storm? Why did the storm not subside       
           immediately? 
• What “storms” do we have in our lives today? 
• What must you do during a “storm”? What did Paul do? 
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Life Lesson

There will definitely be storms in our lives. Turn to God in your need. He is able to do 
miracles far above our expectations. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, it feels false to say: Thank you for the storms in our lives. We do not really 
want storms in our lives, but we know that a storm can make us stronger and that You will 
carry us through any storm. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

Jelly sweets in the shape of sea animals. This will remind us of all the sea animals that 
Paul and his friends probably feared. Or marshmallow fish, if you were unable to find jelly 
sweets. 

Creative activity

We will make angels today. Paul told the people on board the ship that an angel told him 
that everyone’s life will be spared. Make a handprint on a piece of paper. Paste the dress 
of your angel. Draw a face for your angel above its body.

Bible verse of the week

Acts 27: 23 and 24 

“Last night an angel of the God whose I am and whom I serve stood beside me and said, 
‘Do not be afraid, Paul. You must stand trial before Caesar; and God has graciously given 
you the lives of all who sail with you.’” 

Just for fun!

This game can be quite messy, so please play it outside. Divide the class into two groups. 
Each group receives a bucket and small cup. Stand in two lines with an empty bucket in 
front of each group. Put two buckets filled with water a few metres further. Each child 
has a turn to run with the cup and fill it at the bucket with water and take it to the empty 
bucket. The group who fills their empty bucket first wins. 
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Paul on the Island of Malta

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 28: 1 - 15

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Jelly sweets shaped like snakes
Work sheet of a snake
Scissors
Glue
Glitter
Crayons

Lesson Content

Paul and his travel companions were on board a ship that was wrecked during a heavy 
storm.  In one way or another everyone on board reached the shore safely. On shore 
they found out that they were on the island of Malta. The people of Malta were kind and 
welcomed the survivors. They built a fire because everyone was icy cold on this winter’s 
morning. To crown it all, it was raining. Everybody gathered wood for the fire – Paul as 
well. When Paul put another pile of wood on the fire, a poisonous snake fled the heat of 
the fire and bit Paul on his hand. 

The snake did not only bite Paul, it was hanging from his hand! The inhabitants of the 
island saw this, knew it was a poisonous snake and thought: This guy must be a murderer! 
They thought Paul’s luck had run out and that the gods were punishing him for his 
misdeeds. He may have escaped the shipwreck, but now justice will be served!

But Paul shook the snake off into the fire. Everybody was watching, expecting him to fall 
dead any moment, but nothing happened. Paul was fit as a fiddle and after a while the 
superstitious inhabitants of the island changed their minds. This man was no murderer, he 
was a god! 

The chief official of the island was a man called Publius. He invited some of the people to 
his house and they stayed there for the following three days. Publius’s father was sick. He 
suffered from fever and a stomach ailment. Paul prayed for the old man, placed his hands 
on him and the man was healed! News of the miracle spread like wildfire and before long 
the inhabitants were queuing to bring their sick to Paul. Paul healed them all.
 
After three months the group had to continue their journey to Rome and Paul and his 
friends received a royal farewell. They were lavished with gifts and supplied with 
everything they needed for the journey. They sailed on an Alexandrian ship that had 
wintered in Malta. By now the believers in Rome have heard that Paul was on his way, and 
was so excited that they met them on the way. This was a momentous occasion for Paul. 
He could not believe that he finally had the chance to meet the Christians in Rome. 
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In Rome Paul was allowed to live by himself, with a guard who had to stay with him the 
whole time. Almost like to be under house arrest. Remember, he was still a prisoner. 

Questions for clever little ears

• On which island was Paul’s ship shipwrecked? 
• Why did the people build a fire?
• Did the snake really bite Paul? How do we know this? 

Stickers

Let us find the stickers for “Paul on the Island of Malta.” Paste it in the right place in your 
Odos book.

Points for Discussion

• Do you think this was a miracle? Why?
• Is there only one miracle in this story? (Soldiers did not kill the prisoners, nobody   
 drowned, people on the island were friendly.)
• Do miracles occur in our lives that we overlook? Such as?

Life Lesson

God has a plan for your life, submit to His plan. 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, we overlook Your miracles every day! Our health, our families, our privileges, 
our friends, the people we love. Please help us to look at our lives with spiritual eyes. 

Amen 

Munchie fun!

We eat jelly sweets shaped like snakes to remind us of the snake that bit Paul on the 
Island of Malta. 

Creative activity

Today we are going to make a snake. On the island of Malta a snake bit Paul, but he did 
not become ill or die. First cut out the shape of the snake. Then decorate it with crayons 
and small pieces of paper. 

Bible verse of the week

Acts 28: 5 and 6
 
“But Paul shook the snake off into the fire and suffered no ill effects. The people expected 
him to swell up or suddenly fall dead, but after waiting a long time and seeing nothing 
unusual happen to him, they changed their minds and said he was a god.”
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Just for fun!

When Paul and his companions were shipwrecked and came on shore, they must have 
been frightened. There might have been savage wild animals on the island. Divide the 
class into groups of two. Each group chooses an animal sound (e.g. an owl, lion, bird). 
One child goes outside and the other child must be blindfolded. When the first child 
returns to the class, he moves around, making the animal sound. The blindfolded child 
must try to find his partner. 
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Paul in Rome

Prepared reading for the teacher

Acts 28: 15 - 31

Resources for the teacher during the presentation of the lesson

Unleavened bread e.g. Naan bread
Work sheet of a Roman soldier
A4 paper
Crayons
Scissors
Balloons for every child
A drawing board

Lesson Content

Paul was in Rome. Just to think, the gospel was proclaimed from Jerusalem to Rome! 
Paul was permitted to stay in a private home, but a Roman soldier was guarding him the 
whole time. Some Bible scholars think that he was probably bound with a light chain to 
his guard. Three days after his arrival, Paul invited all the Jewish leaders of the city to his 
house. When they were gathered together, Paul presented his case. 
• I did nothing against our customs. 
• I was arrested in Jerusalem and delivered to the Romans. 
• They determined that I have done nothing deserving of death. 
• Because of the vehement objections of the Jews, I appealed to Caesar. Therefore 
they could not release me.  
• I will not bring any charge against my people before Caesar. 
• I am still a loyal member of the Jewish nation, but I believe in the Messiah of whom 
our parents taught us from the Scriptures. 
The Jews told Paul that they received no negative messages regarding him from Judea. 
They did not even know that he was sent to Rome. But they wanted more information 
about the Christian sect, because they have heard people talking against the sect.

The group then arranged to meet again a few days later. Paul spoke from early morning 
until the evening about Jesus. He tried to convince them to believe in the gospel of 
Jesus Christ. He tried to show them that Moses and the prophets wrote about Jesus. Some 
of the Jews were convinced, but most held to the view that Christianity was a sect. Paul 
quoted from Isaiah to prove that Jesus’ coming was prophesied and that it was also 
prophesied that the Jews would harden their hearts.  

Paul concluded by saying that God’s word was not only for the Jews, but must be 
proclaimed to the non-Jews as well. He stayed for another two years in his rented house in 
Rome. He proclaimed that Jesus was the Messiah, sent by God. In this time nobody 
forbade Paul to speak about Jesus. Not even captivity could prevent Paul from proclaiming 
the name of Jesus!
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Luke ended his story of Paul’s journeys here and we are not exactly sure what happened 
to Paul afterwards.  Some Bible scholars think that he was released after two years. Maybe 
Luke ended the story here, because he thought it is not that important what happened to 
the man, Paul. What is important though, is how the gospel was proclaimed all over the 
world. Paul was sent by God and what a great job he has done! 

Questions for clever little ears

• Was Paul kept in prison in Rome? (No, he stayed in a private house with a guard.)
• Name one of the things he told the Jewish leaders about himself. 
• From which Old Testament book did Paul quote to prove that Jesus’ coming was     
 prophesied? (From Isaiah)

Stickers
 
Let us find the stickers for “Paul in Rome.” Paste it in the right place in your Odos book. 

Points for Discussion

• Do you think it was worthwhile for Paul to come to Rome? 
• Why? (For two years he could proclaim the gospel.) 

Life Lesson

Because of Paul, the whole known world of his day was reached and changed by the 
gospel of Jesus Christ. Can this be done today? 

Our prayer for today

Lord Jesus, Paul was not tired of proclaiming the gospel, even at the end of his third 
missionary journey. We want to have the same passion for proclaiming Your Word. Help us 
to work faithfully in Your kingdom.
  
Amen 

Munchie fun!

Paul was a faithful Jew who believed in Christ. He kept all the Jewish customs, for 
example the Passover and the Feast of unleavened bread. Today we will find out what 
unleavened bread tastes like. 

Creative activity

We are going to make a Roman soldier. Fold your paper and cut out a whole string of 
soldiers. Now you can draw in the rest of the soldiers. Draw each one a little differently. 
Paul was guarded by soldiers in Rome.  

Bible verse of the week

Acts 28: 23 

“They arranged to meet Paul on a certain day, and came in even larger numbers to the 
place where he was staying. From morning till evening he explained and declared to them 
the kingdom of God and tried to convince them about Jesus from the Law of Moses and 
from the Prophets.” 
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Just for fun!

Draw a figure like a dart board and paste it on the wall. Each child receives a balloon 
which he/she has to inflate. The children stand in front of the wall. Inflate the balloon and 
release it. Try to hit the target. It is rather difficult. The balloon flies in a different direction 
than what you aimed for. This happened to Paul, God often sent him in another direction 
than what Paul planned. 
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